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BIOGRAPHY 
 

BEFORE & AFTER GREAT BARDFIELD: THE ARTISTIC MEMOIRS OF 
LUCIE ALDRIDGE 
Lucie Aldridge, edited by Robjn Cantus   LA settled in Great Bardfield in 1933, with her 
husband, alongside Tirzah Garwood, Eric Ravilious, Charlotte and Edward Bawden. This 
memoir, lost on Aldridge's death in 1974 to resurface only recently in an American 
university archive, covers her childhood and later life too. Robert Graves, Cedric Morris, 
Stanley Spencer and other artists and writers roam the pages. Limited to 250 copies; 
illustrated with linocuts by Bawden.    pbk £28.00 

WILL SHE DO?: ACT ONE OF A LIFE ON STAGE 
Eileen Atkins   A first memoir by the actress whose fame began with The Killing of Sister 
George in 1965.    £20.00 

SOUVENIR 
Michael Bracewell   An outstanding evocation of living in London in the late '70s and early 
'80s, with its curious mix of modernity and grit, analogue but on the cusp of the digital 

age.    £14.99 

ODD BOY OUT 
Gyles Brandreth   The polymathic Brandreth's autobiography is candid, poignant and often 
very funny.    £20.00 

NEVILLE CHAMBERLAIN: THE PASSIONATE RADICAL 
Walter Reid   Following renewed interest in one of Britain's most popular Prime Ministers, 
this new biog draws attention to his considerable achievements instead of dwelling on 
Munich to the exclusion of all else.    £25.00 

HENRY 'CHIPS' CHANNON: THE DIARIES: 1938-43 
Edited by Simon Heffer   Vol 1 of the new (unabridged) edition - eagerly anticipated and widely 
enjoyed - was published earlier this year. This second volume takes us from Munich to the 
fall of Mussolini. As Chips fades from the corridors of power, his presence as a socialite 
only grows; his marriage falls apart and he begins a passionate friendship with a member of 

Wavell's staff.    £35.00 

OFF THE CLUFF 
Algy Cluff, introduction by Taki Theodoracopoulos   A fourth volume of frequently Wodehousian 

memoir by the former owner of The Spectator.    £20.00 

BURNING BOY: THE LIFE AND WORK OF STEPHEN CRANE 
Paul Auster   When Crane died at 28, he was a star: the adventurous veteran of the Wild 
West and Cuba during the Spanish American War, the author of a masterpiece (The Red 
Badge of Courage), and an exile - he had fled America for Britain in the wake of a scandalous 
love affair. In this departure into biography, Auster has set out to restore this forgotten 
figure to the ranks of other great C20th writers.    £25.00 

THE TURNING POINT: A YEAR THAT CHANGED DICKENS AND THE 
WORLD 
Robert Douglas-Fairhurst   The author of the excellent Becoming Dickens looks closely at 1851 

and argues that this year of upheavals was crucial to what the writer became.    £25.00 
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MISS DIOR: A STORY OF COURAGE AND COUTURE 
Justine Picardie   Catherine was the sister of Christian; in WW2 she worked with the French 
Resistance but was arrested in 1944 and sent to Ravensbrück. Miraculously she survived, 
and was awarded both the Croix de Guerre and the Légion d'Honneur. After the horrors of 
the war she became a flower trader, then a flower farmer. She died in 2008. 
Illustrated.    £25.00 

LADY OF SPAIN: A LIFE OF JANE DORMER, DUCHESS OF FERIA 
Simon Courtauld   Born into an English Catholic family in 1538, she was married into the 
Spanish Court. After her husband's death she took on the role of unofficial ambassador in 
Spain, keeping on the good side of Queen Elizabeth and looking after English exiles in 
difficulty. A remarkable woman, admired for her political acumen and fine 
judgment.    £22.50 

THE SINNER AND THE SAINT: DOSTOEVSKY, A CRIME AND ITS 
PUNISHMENT 
Kevin Birmingham   Summer, 1865: Dostoevsky was stuck in a Wiesbaden hotel, ill and unable 
to pay. Combining aspects of his own fix with the story of a notorious Parisian murderer, 
he wrote a novel that made him famous and got him out of trouble.    £25.00 

THE LETTERS OF T. S. ELIOT VOLUME 9: 1939-1941 
Edited by Valerie Eliot & John Haffenden   More than twenty years of letters still to 
go...    £60.00 

EXTERIORS 
Annie Ernaux, translated by Tanya Leslie   A hotchpotch of journal entries from the last seven 
years to do with living around Paris, surprisingly free of the angst found in much of her 

other writing.    pbk £8.99 

THE LIGHT OF ITALY: THE LIFE AND TIMES OF FEDERICO DA 
MONTEFELTRO, DUKE OF URBINO 
Jane Stevenson   One of the great patrons of the Renaissance, creator of perhaps the most 
remarkable library outside the Vatican, the Duke of Urbino was also the most successful 

and feared mercenary of the age.    £30.00 

THE HIDDEN CASE OF EWAN FORBES 
Zoe Playdon   Born Elizabeth Forbes in 1912, he lived as a boy/man and had the gender on 
his birth certificate altered in order to marry. When his older brother died in 1965, his 
cousin contested Ewan's inheritance of the Baronetcy on the grounds that it could only be 
inherited by a male. The court case was kept secret.    £20.00 

GEORGE III: THE LIFE AND REIGN OF BRITAIN'S MOST 
MISUNDERSTOOD MONARCH 
Andrew Roberts   This massive new appraisal - but shorter than his Churchill and his 
Napoleon - takes a revisionist approach: far from being a cruel tyrant, Farmer George was 
intelligent, benevolent, devoted to the constitution of his country, a great patron and 

determined that Britain's horizons should be global.    £35.00 

GEORGE V 
Jane Ridley   A thorough, readable biography of the Queen's grandfather that seeks to 
understand how this supposedly dull man navigated the monarchy successfully through a 
succession of crises.    £30.00 

PEACE, WAR AND WHITEHALL: A MEMOIR 
Field Marshall Lord Guthrie   From platoon commander in Aden to Chief of the Defence 
Staff, 1997-2001, Guthrie has had an extraordinary and long career in the army.    £25.00 

THE KING AND THE CHRISTMAS TREE 
A.N. Wilson   This little book is a delightful treat for Advent which tells the story of the 
Christmas tree in Trafalgar Square and its relationship with the honourable, courageous 
Norwegian King Haakon VII who refused to surrender, escaped to Britain and became a 
beacon of hope for his people (and for many others) during WW2.    £9.99 

SPIDER WOMAN: A LIFE 
Lady Hale   A memoir by the former President of the Supreme Court. This remarkable and 
courageous woman, who took up law when told at school that she wasn't clever enough to 
study history, obtained a starred first at Girton College Cambridge, then topped the list for 
her year when qualifying for the Bar in 1969. She was the first woman to be appointed to 
the Law Commission. Wonderful mix of intelligence, integrity and wit.    £20.00 
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DIARIES AND NOTEBOOKS 
Patricia Highsmith   This 650-page volume is the pared-down version of 18 diaries and 38 

notebooks. Published to mark the centenary of her birth.    £30.00 

MARK JOHNSTON: PHENOMENON 
Nick Townsend   The authorised biography of the most successful trainer in British horse 
racing history.    £20.00 

100 DAYS 
Gabriel Josipovici   A diary of the first hundred days under the strange new regime that were 
the Covid laws. It is both a record of that time and a meditation on an A-Z of subjects, 
from Alexandria to Queneau's Zazie.    pbk £19.99 

HERO OF TWO WORLDS: THE MARQUIS DE LAFAYETTE IN THE AGE OF 
REVOLUTION 
Mike Duncan   From France to the American Revolution, then back again to join the French 
Revolution, whose firebrands threw him into prison for five years, whence he emerged to 
spar with Napoleon. In 1830 he helped overthrow the Bourbons... He had an extraordinary 

and influential life.    £25.00 

FAMILY BUSINESS: AN INTIMATE HISTORY OF JOHN LEWIS AND THE 
PARTNERSHIP 
Victoria Glendinning   Who was John Lewis? His father died in a Somerset workhouse; he 
opened his first business in Oxford Street in 1864. Subsequent family feuds are detailed 
here, as well as the Partnership that unfolded as a corrective to those feuds. VG is a great 
biographer, and she has done her subject proud here.    £20.00 

IN THE SHADOW OF THE EMPRESS: THE DEFIANT LIVES OF MARIA 
THERESA, MOTHER OF MARIE ANTOINETTE, AND HER DAUGHTERS 
Nancy Goldstone   The other two daughters were Maria Christina, governor-general of the 
Austrian Netherlands, and Maria Carolina, Queen of Naples.    £25.00 

AFGHAN NAPOLEON - THE LIFE OF AHMAD SHAH MASSOUD 
Sandy Gall, introduction by Rory Stewart   'The lion of Panjshir' was the Afghan politician and 
military commander who fought brilliantly against the Russians during their occupation, and 
led the Northern Alliance that resisted the Taliban. He was murdered in 2001 on the orders 
of Osama bin Laden, two days before 9/11. (The Panjshir valley has once again been the 

last redoubt of resistance in the face of the recent Taliban takeover).    £25.00 

THIS MUCH IS TRUE 
Miriam Margolyes   Memoir by the magnificent Margolyes, conceived in an air raid in WW2 
who, in a life rich with experience, mischief and energy, once mooned at Warren Beatty - 
"he completely deserved it. The expression of shocked surprise frozen on his face still 

tickles me even now"... Very funny, very open.    £20.00 

THE LETTERS OF JOHN MCGAHERN 
Edited by Frank Shovlin   Born in Dublin in 1934, McGahern has corresponded with all his 
contemporary Irish writers. The letters are wonderful, and form a snapshot of late C20 Irish 
literature.    £30.00 

THE CHANCELLOR: THE REMARKABLE ODYSSEY OF ANGELA MERKEL 

Kati Marton   A portrait of this exceptional and revered leader.    £25.00 

MAKING DARKNESS LIGHT: THE LIVES AND TIMES OF JOHN MILTON 
Joe Moshenska   Moshenka has previously published an excellent biography of Sir Kenelm 
Digby (A Stain in the Blood). His earlier academic work - Feeling Pleasures: The Sense of Touch in 
Renaissance England - must to some extent underpin his understanding of sightless 

Milton.    £25.00 

BEYOND A FRINGE: TALES FROM A REFORMED ESTABLISHMENT 
LACKEY 
Andrew Mitchell   Wry and robust memoir from the Conservative MP of - amongst other 
things - 'Plebgate' notoriety. Praised by voices on both sides of the political divide.    £20.00 

ALLEGORIZINGS 
Jan Morris   Author of several books that were published after her 'last book', the enchanting 
Morris has now produced - as per her request - a posthumous memoir.    £14.99 

NEHRU: THE DEBATES THAT DEFINED INDIA 
Tripurdaman Singh & Adeel Hussain   Political debate in India is still divided along lines that 
can be traced to Nehru's ideas and the foundation of the Republic. This assessment of the 
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exchanges and ideological battles between him and his contemporaries (Jinnah, Sardar Patel 
et al) is therefore all the more relevant.    £20.00 

533: A BOOK OF DAYS 
Cees Nooteboom   Grounded by Covid like the rest of us, Nooteboom - a tireless explorer of 
other cultures - withdrew to his house on Menorca. There he wrote this impressionistic 
non-diary, reflecting on his garden, Borges, Bowie, and the difficulties of cultivating one's 
garden - both actual and Voltairean - in a disintegrating Europe.    £16.99 

THE FLYING PRINCE: ALEXANDER OBOLENSKY 
Hugh Godwin   Born in 1916 to a noble St Petersburg family, he fled Russia with his parents 
and arrived in England with next to nothing. By the time he was 20 he had scored the 
winning try in England's first ever victory over the All Blacks. His life was as extraordinary 
as it was short.    £20.00 

THE LONG FIELD: A MEMOIR 
Pamela Petro   PP is an American academic and artist who has immersed herself in Wales, in 
particular the idea of hiraeth... a word for homesickness, or a deep longing for something left 
behind. Grappling with its meaning alongside her own, she breathes new life into the old 
word. From a favourite small publisher, Little Toller.    £20.00 

THE WOMEN OF ROTHSCHILD: THE UNTOLD STORY OF THE WORLD'S 
MOST FAMOUS DYNASTY 
Natalie Livingstone   A valuable account of the numerous remarkable women who constituted 

half of the English branch of the Rothschild family during the C19th.    £25.00 

THE GLOBAL MERCHANTS: THE ENTERPRISE AND EXTRAVAGANCE 
OF THE SASSOON DYNASTY 
Joseph Sassoon   A panorama spanning 150 years and three generations of 'the Rothschilds of 
the East', written with full access to family documents. Emerging as Jewish refugees from 
Ottoman Baghdad, their empire connected London, Bombay and Shanghai, and their 

fortunes were intimately connected to the rise and wane of the British Empire.    £30.00 

A CARNIVAL OF SNACKERY: DIARIES, 2003-2020 
David Sedaris   A follow-up to his extremely popular first volume, Theft By Finding. Always 
sardonic and incisive, the witty Anglophile American social commentator has had plenty of 
material.    £20.00 

SHACKLETON 
Ranulph Fiennes   A biography of 'The Boss'.    £20.00 

RENEGADES: BORN IN THE USA 
Barack Obama & Bruce Springsteen   Shackleton and Fiennes had to commune across time and 
icy wastes, but these prodigious gents have compared notes on their lives from armchairs by 

the fireside.    £35.00 

ELIZABETH STUART, QUEEN OF HEARTS 
Nadine Akkerman   Daughter of James I & VI, she briefly became Queen of Bohemia before 
being deposed along with her husband, Frederick V, Elector Palatine. This fine new 
biography of 'the Winter Queen' portrays her as misunderstood and 
misrepresented.    £20.00 

HEIRESSES: THE LIVES OF THE MILLION DOLLAR BABIES 
Laura Thompson   An entertaining group-biog of the American babes who inherited money 
and married titles. The usual line-up: Mary Davies (Grosvenor), Consuelo Vanderbilt 
(Marlborough); Singer, Fellowes, de Janze, Woolworth, Hutton...    £25.00 

THE RADICAL POTTER: JOSIAH WEDGWOOD AND THE 
TRANSFORMATION OF BRITAIN 
Tristram Hunt   The Director of the V&A looks at how the great ceramicist and Lunar man 
transformed society by creating an early form of international mass market, while also 
significantly contributing to the abolition of slavery, religious toleration, the improvement 
of living conditions, etc.    £25.00 

1000 YEARS OF JOYS AND SORROWS: A MEMOIR 
Ai Weiwei   His father, Ai Qing, was China's most celebrated poet. This epic story of his 
father's legacy and his own life is a window onto 100 years of Chinese history. (A new 

selection of his poems are out too; see Poetry section below...)    £25.00 
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THE YOUNG H.G. WELLS: CHANGING THE WORLD 
Claire Tomalin   From a working-class English family, Wells blasted off to international fame 
with The Time Machine and The War of the Worlds. Tomalin gives a sympathetic account of the 
remarkable reformer, socialist and man-about-town.    £20.00 

THINGS I DIDN'T THROW OUT 
Marcin Wicha   When the author's mother dies, leaving a strangely symbolic collection of 
everyday objects behind her, Wicha begins to sort through the belongings and constructs a 

minute, material history both of her mother and of Communist Poland.    pbk £9.99 

TRAITOR KING: THE SCANDALOUS EXILE OF THE DUKE AND DUCHESS 
OF WINDSOR 
Andrew Lownie   Newly explored archives reveal that the post-Abdication lives of this pair 
were fraught with treachery and lurid affairs to a degree that astonishes even their many 
detractors. The author of The Mountbattens demonstrates that this story was worth beginning, 
and telling, all over again.    £25.00 

BENGAL LANCER 
Francis Yeats-Brown   A reprint from the incomparable Eland of the WW1 calvary officer 
who became enthralled by the East.    pbk £12.99 

FREE: COMING OF AGE AT THE END OF HISTORY 
Lea Ypi   An evocative memoir of growing up in Albania - a country of queuing and food 
shortages, of political executions and secret police. When in 1990 everything changed, 

people suddenly became free. Or did they?    £20.00 

ZWINGLI: GOD'S ARMED PROPHET 
F. Bruce Gordon   The warrior-preacher from Zurich who shaped the early Reformation and 

whose movement was taken over by Calvin.    £25.00 

HISTORY 
 

THE SECRET ROYALS: SPYING AND THE CROWN, FROM VICTORIA TO 
DIANA 
Rory Cormac & Richard J. Aldrich   This intriguing analysis shows how the British secret 
services grew from the real threat of Queen Victoria's assassination, and intensified during 
the Abdication crisis.    £25.00 

STARS AND SPIES: INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS AND THE 
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY 
Christopher Andrew & Julius Green   A sweeping and original history of the connections 
between espionage and show business, co-written by CA, the authorised historian of MI5, 
and Green, an historian and theatre producer.    £20.00 

THE STORY OF THE COUNTRY HOUSE: A HISTORY OF PLACES AND 
PEOPLE 
Clive Aslet   The evolution of the country house in Britain from Roman times to the C21st. 
Aslet has an intimate knowledge of his subject and his kaleidoscope of houses, architects 
and occupants is informative and highly entertaining.    £18.99 

THE OTTOMANS: KHANS, CAESARS AND CALIPHS 
Marc David Baer   A rich and sweeping history of the colourful Ottomans, from their rise to 
their downfall after WW1. It shows how they shifted from a policy of integration to one of 
exclusivity. Multiethnic, multilingual and multireligious in their heyday, the dynasty became 
more intolerant as they declined.    £30.00 

HISTORY OF THE CAUCASUS: VOLUME 1: AT THE CROSSROADS OF 
EMPIRES 
Christoph Baumer   The first of a two-volume history of this cosmopolitan and romantic 
landscape, stretching from the mountains of Georgia to the shores of the Caspian sea. 
Baumer, an historian and explorer (and author of the superb 4-vol The History of Central 
Asia), expertly narrates the evolution of the region from the first human settlements until 

the Seljuk conquests of the C11th. Lavishly illustrated with over 200 colour plates.    £30.00 

TWELVE CAESARS: IMAGES OF POWER FROM THE ANCIENT WORLD TO 
THE MODERN 
Mary Beard   Beard on the faces of power through history. She asks why - for over two 
millennia - the striking, stony realism of Roman portraiture has been a touchstone for 
subsequent depictions of powerful and wealthy figures. This is no bland art historical survey 
but a bristlingly well-informed contribution to the recent 'sculpture wars' debate.    £30.00 
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THE GREEKS: A GLOBAL HISTORY 
Roderick Beaton   Following his much-praised Greece: The Biography of a Modern Nation, RB 
turns towards the global influence of Greek history and culture, from the Mycenaeans to 
the modern-day Greek diaspora.    £25.00 

CROWN & SCEPTRE: A NEW HISTORY OF THE BRITISH MONARCHY 
Tracy Borman   A trot through the British monarchy's historical evolution up to Elizabeth 
II.    £25.00 

ATHENS: A HISTORY 
Bruce Clark   A lively narrative history, steering us through three tempestuous millennia of 
political and cultural change.    £25.00 

THE DISSOLUTION OF THE MONASTERIES: A NEW HISTORY 
James Clark   Marks a significant reorientation in our understanding of the C16th dissolution 
of the monasteries in England by showing that the 'dissolution' was, in fact, often a very 
gradual process of transformation which went strongly against the grain of popular 
religiosity.    £25.00 

THE PRESIDENTS: 250 YEARS OF AMERICAN POLITICAL LEADERSHIP 
Edited by Iain Dale   Following on from his The Prime Ministers, here is a series of essays on all 
46 presidents of the USA by various academics, journalists, politicians and 

historians.    £25.00 

GROWING UP: SEX IN THE SIXTIES 
Peter Doggett   Explores the tension between opposing views of the 1960s - as a period of 
joyful, necessary liberation and experiment or a time when authority was undermined and 
gave way to a pernicious, permissive society.    £25.00 

BETWEEN TWO HELLS: THE IRISH CIVIL WAR 
Diarmaid Ferriter   A revisionist account of one of Ireland's darkest chapters - the Civil War 
of 1922-1923 - which stresses how, a century on, modern Irish politics are still partly 

defined by its divisive legacy.    £20.00 

THE RUIN OF ALL WITCHES: LIFE AND DEATH IN THE NEW WORLD 
Malcolm Gaskill   MG's absorbing new micro-history focuses on a Crucible-esque event in 
Springfield, Mass. in 1651, when a young couple were condemned by their peers as witches. 
Drawing on detailed primary sources, this narrative reveals the terror and paranoia of early 

colonial America.    £20.00 

THE VANISHING: THE TWILIGHT OF CHRISTIANITY IN THE MIDDLE 
EAST 
Janine di Giovanni   Looks at the dwindling communities of Christians still living in the 
birthplace of the early church. From Lebanon to Iraq, JdiG records the rituals and customs 

of these dispersed but enduring believers.    £20.00 

THE TUDORS IN LOVE: THE COURTLY CODE BEHIND THE LAST 
MEDIEVAL DYNASTY 
Sarah Gristwood   Gristwood contends that the romantic dramas of the court were 
profoundly connected to the fluctuating stability of the Tudor dynasty.    £20.00 

LOVE AND DECEPTION: PHILBY IN BEIRUT 
James Hanning   The intriguing, gin-soaked tale of the affair between the Cambridge spy Kim 
Philby and the glamorous American Eleanor Brewer, set against the backdrop of a louche, 
radical 1950s' Beirut, and leading up to Philby's defection to the Soviet Union in 1963. The 
author has scoured archives for new material with which to illuminate Philby's last days in 
Lebanon.    £25.00 

SOLDIERS: GREAT STORIES OF WAR AND PEACE 
Max Hastings   A vast panorama of combatants, from the Black Prince to Sassoon in the 
trenches and Evelyn Waugh's experiences in WW2.    £25.00 

CONCLAVE 1559: IPPOLITO D'ESTE AND THE PAPAL ELECTION OF 1559 
Mary Hollingsworth   MH constructs an enthralling narrative of Vatican intrigue by drawing 
on Cardinal Ippolito d'Este's records of the papal conclave of 1559. She shows how both 
the papacy and the political fate of Europe hung in the balance during this bitterly contested 
election.    £25.00 
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DEVIL-LAND: ENGLAND UNDER SIEGE, 1588-1688 
Clare Jackson   The period from the end of Elizabeth I's reign up to the Glorious Revolution 

is one of the most tumultuous and vexed in English history.    £35.00 

SHORELINES: VOICES OF SOUTHWOLD FISHERMEN 
Robert Jellicoe, photographs by P.H. Emerson   A patchwork of oral history, capturing the voices 
of longshore fishermen and their windswept voyages to Cornwall and the Shetlands. Jellicoe 
lived in Southwold and recorded conversations with many of these longshoremen; the 
resulting book is a moving account of their lost way of life. With poignant b/w photos 
throughout.    £20.00 

THE DAWN OF LANGUAGE: THE STORY OF HOW WE CAME TO TALK 
Sverker Johansson   SJ, a Swedish linguist, draws on recent research to argue that, rather than 
being something peculiar to Homo sapiens, language may have in fact originated among the 

Neanderthals.    £25.00 

THE FALL OF ROBESPIERRE: 24 HOURS IN REVOLUTIONARY PARIS 
Colin Jones   A brilliant hour-by-hour recreation of what happened on 27 July 1794, from the 
midnight when Robespierre was in full control to the midnight when he was on the 
run.    £25.00 

OSEBOL: VOICES FROM A SWEDISH VILLAGE 
Marit Kapla, translated by Peter Graves   Kapla, the former creative director of the Gothenburg 
Festival, has gathered the thoughts and experiences of the last remaining inhabitants of a 
village in a densely forested part of Sweden - some old, some new. Lyrical, 
transporting.    £20.00 

ON THE CUSP: DAYS OF '62 
David Kynaston   The latest in Kynaston's monumental multi-volume history of post-war 
Britain. He argues - contra Larkin - that it was in 1962 rather than 1963 that the Sixties truly 
began. His case? The first Bond film, the Beatles' debut single and the Rolling Stones taking 

London by storm.    £18.99 

HARLOTS, WHORES & HACKABOUTS: A HISTORY OF SEX FOR SALE 
Kate Lister   This book, which grew out of Lister's online research project Whores of Yore, 
presents a global history of the oldest profession from the viewpoint of the sex workers 
themselves. From Mesopotamia to London to Japan, Lister invites the reader to rethink 
their assumptions about prostitution while introducing them to a colourful gallery of 
various ladies of the night. Comprehensively illustrated.    £25.00 

THE BURGUNDIANS: A VANISHED EMPIRE 
Bart Van Loo   In their heyday, the dukes of Burgundy held territories from the North Sea 
to Switzerland, as well as the Franche-Comté. This book has been a publishing sensation in 

Europe.    £30.00 

THE SHAPE OF BATTLE: SIX CAMPAIGNS FROM HASTINGS TO 
HELMAND 
Allan Mallinson   An examination of six battles across several continents by Mallinson, 
former calvary officer, distinguished military historian and novelist.    £25.00 

THE GREEK REVOLUTION: 1821 AND THE MAKING OF MODERN 
EUROPE 
Mark Mazower   A new look at what is generally portrayed as the first 'romantic' European 
revolution shows that the Greeks' uprising against Ottoman rule should be seen as much in 
the context of the birth of C19th nationalism as that of Byronic popular struggle.    £30.00 

OST: LETTERS, MEMOIRS AND STORIES FROM OSTARBEITER IN NAZI 
GERMANY 
Memorial Human Rights Centre   Based on over 350,000 letters and hundreds of interviews, 
this extraordinary work of historical scholarship brings together the harrowing personal 
testimonies of the ostarbeiter ('eastern workers') who were captured by the Nazis in Soviet 
Europe and forced to work in German labour camps. A monumental feat of archival 

research.    £30.00 

EVENSONG: LIVES, FINDS AND REFLECTIONS ON THE CHURCH IN 
ENGLAND 
Richard Morris   While some parish churches still form the centre of their communities, many 
others are in terminal decline. RM, who grew up in a parsonage before becoming an 
archeologist, combines personal reflection and historical investigation to produce a unique 
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portrait of the place of the church in modern England and the future of 
Anglicanism.    £25.00 

RIDDLE, MYSTERY, AND ENIGMA: TWO HUNDRED YEARS OF BRITISH-
RUSSIAN RELATIONS 
David Owen   An eloquent account of this important, enduring yet fraught 
relationship.    £20.00 

THE PURSUIT OF EUROPE: A HISTORY 
Anthony Pagden   The idea of European unification, from the Napoleonic wars to the post-
Brexit present.    £25.00 

THE RULE OF LAWS: A 4000-YEAR QUEST TO ORDER THE WORLD 
Fernanda Pirie   A global history of jurisprudence by an Oxford anthropologist. FP shows 
how European legal ideas came to dominate other ancient legal traditions, whether Mayan, 

Indian or Chinese, with the rise of colonialism after the C17th.    £25.00 

THE RISE OF MODERN DESPOTISM IN IRAN: THE SHAH, THE 
OPPOSITION, AND THE US, 1953-1968 
Ali Rahnema   How Mohammed-Reza Shah's close relationship with the US and his desire 
for autocratic rule sowed the seeds for the collapse of the Pahlavi dynasty and helped 
foment the Iranian revolution of 1979.    £35.00 

MUD SWEETER THAN HONEY: VOICES OF COMMUNIST ALBANIA 
Margo Rejmer, translated by Antonia Lloyd Jones & Zosia Krasodomska-Jones   Rejmer has collected 
personal accounts of survival in one of the most isolated countries on earth, under the 
brutally oppressive regime of Enver Hoxha. Touching, engrossing, harrowing...    £18.99 

THE SEARCHERS: THE QUEST FOR THE LOST OF THE FIRST WORLD 
WAR 
Robert Sackville-West   A fascinating and moving exploration of the lost soldiers of the Great 
War, and those who went looking for them. Drawing on a range of sources, RS-W recounts 
the struggles of various figures looking for their loved ones - Kipling searching for his son's 
grave, E.M. Forster talking to wounded servicemen in Alexandria, and to the many who 

tried, often in vain, to trace their relatives in distant lands.    £25.00 

LONDON 1870-1914: A CITY AT ITS ZENITH 
Andrew Saint   AS guides us through a period of vast public investment in housing, schools 
and hospitals while also giving an exemplary portrait of London's teeming political and 
social scene and those - like Marx, William Morris and George Bernard Shaw - directing the 
currents of contemporary life.    £29.95 

THE WAR OF NERVES: INSIDE THE COLD WAR MIND 
Martin Sixsmith   Explores the competing psychologies that underlay the political and 
cultural struggle between the US and the USSR, in particular the fear and paranoia that all 
parties - from JFK to the Russian collective worker - were partly hostage to.    £25.00 

THE WOLF AGE: THE VIKINGS, THE ANGLO-SAXONS AND THE BATTLE 
FOR THE NORTH SEA EMPIRE 
Tore Skeie   A rollicking history of C11th Britain and Scandinavia, and Viking looting and 
pillaging, by one of Norway's most celebrated medieval historians.    £25.00 

MERCHANTS: THE COMMUNITY THAT SHAPED ENGLAND'S TRADE 
AND EMPIRE, 1550-1650 
Edmond Smith   A history of global Britain told through its development as a mercantile 
power. ES shows how these commercial men, originally dismissed in the C16th as 'mere 
merchants', rose to become arguably the most important element in Britain's colonial 

expansion.    £25.00 

WHATEVER HAPPENED TO TRADITION? HISTORY, BELONGING AND 
THE FUTURE OF THE WEST 

Tim Stanley   What does the idea of 'the West' mean today?    £20.00 

NOBLE AMBITIONS: THE FALL AND RISE OF THE POST-WAR COUNTRY 
HOUSE 
Adrian Tinniswood   From Longleat to Cliveden, Tinniswood explores the ways in which the 
raffish and anti-hierarchical mood of the 1960s embraced the idea of the country 

house.    £30.00 
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LION CITY: SINGAPORE AND THE INVENTION OF MODERN ASIA 
Jeevan Vasagar   A narrative account of the rise of the Asian city state by the FT's former 
Singapore correspondent, exploring both its extraordinary economic development and the 
authoritarian bent of its leaders.    £18.99 

IN THE MIDST OF CIVILIZED EUROPE: THE POGROMS OF 1918-1921 AND 
THE ONSET OF THE HOLOCAUST 
Jeffrey Veidlinger   Over 100,000 Jews were killed in the Ukraine during the pogroms of 1918-
1921. JV draws on trial records and witness testimony to argue that this chilling violence 
was a harbinger of the Holocaust.    £30.00 

WW2 
 

OPERATION JUBILEE: DIEPPE, 1942 
Patrick Bishop   The heroic but ultimately doomed attempt by the British to take the port of 
Dieppe from the German army in 1942.    £20.00 

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE 
Virginia Cowles, introduction by Christina Lamb   A reprint of her sensational 1941 memoir from 
the frontline of wartime Europe. She wrote from Madrid during the Spanish Civil War; 
Paris as it fell to the Germans; London during the Blitz: brave, articulate, and always in 
interesting places.    £16.99 

SBS - SILENT WARRIORS 

Saul David   An authorised history of the Special Boat Service.    £25.00 

WOMEN IN THE WAR 
Lucy Fisher, introduction by Betty Boothroyd   Narrates the experiences of ten different women 
during WW2. Whether flying Spitfires, working in the Cabinet Office or cracking codes at 
Bletchley Park, these women all played a vital role in the British war effort.    £20.00 

SPYMASTER: THE MAN WHO SAVED MI6 
Helen Fry   A biography of Thomas Kendrick (1881-1972), the British spy who created 
intelligence networks across Europe, facilitated the escape of Austrian Jews and set up a 

listening operation known as the 'M Room' that rivalled Bletchley in importance.    £20.00 

BROTHERS IN ARMS: ONE LEGENDARY TANK REGIMENT'S BLOODY 
WAR FROM D-DAY TO VE-DAY 
James Holland   The Sherwood Rangers - from their landing on Gold Beach on D-Day to 
their pivotal role in Operation Market Garden and their status as one of the first British 

armoured units to enter Nazi Germany.    £25.00 

BEYOND THE SEA: A WREN AT WAR 
Christian Lamb   Now 101, Lamb is one of the last surviving Wren Officers to have served 

throughout WW2, from the Blitz to D Day.    pbk £8.99 

WANNSEE: THE ROAD TO THE FINAL SOLUTION 
Peter Longerich, translated by Lesley Sharpe & Jeremy Noakes   Scholarly history of the Wannsee 
conference in 1942, when the Nazi leadership met at Heydrich's behest to discuss the 'final 
solution to the Jewish question'.    £20.00 

WORDS OF WAR: THE STORY OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR REVEALED 
IN EYE-WITNESS LETTERS 
Edited by Anthony Richards   The head archivist of the Imperial War Museum has brought 
together a collection of first-hand accounts from soldiers, air marshals, ambulance drivers 
and nurses to illuminate key moments of WW2.    £25.00 

HITLER'S AMERICAN GAMBLE: PEARL HARBOR AND THE GERMAN 
MARCH TO GLOBAL WAR 
Brendan Simms & Charlie Laderman   An exemplary work of historical scholarship which 
reconstructs the five days separating the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and Hitler's 
declaration of war against the US.    £25.00 

MARY CHURCHILL'S WAR: THE WARTIME DIARIES OF CHURCHILL'S 
YOUNGEST DAUGHTER 
Edited by Emma Soames   A moving and unique coming-of-age diary written by Churchill's 
daughter Mary during WW2 which shows her father as PM, military leader and family man. 

Carefully edited by ES, Churchill's granddaughter.    £20.00 
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A DANGEROUS ENTERPRISE: SECRET WAR AT SEA 
Tim Spicer   The story of a clandestine Royal Navy unit which operated a flotilla sailing 

between the Devon coast and Nazi-occupied France from 1942 to 1944.    £18.99 

EIGHT DAYS IN MAY: HOW GERMANY'S WAR ENDED 
Volker Ullrich   The eight days after Hitler's suicide and the precipitous collapse of the Third 
Reich, told from the perspective of ordinary German citizens coming to terms with the 
destruction of their country.    £25.00 

THE BATTLE OF LONDON 1939-45 
Jerry White   A detailed social history of London during WW2 - the daily routines and 
pleasures as well as the effects of the bombardments.    £30.00 

POLITICS & CURRENT AFFAIRS 
 

UNMASKING OUR LEADERS 
Michael Cockerell   He has been making documentaries in Westminster for fifty years, and 
filmed the last ten Prime Ministers. Here he shares insights and some of the confidences 

given to him by his subjects when the camera wasn't running.    pbk £20.00 

THE DEALMAKER: LESSONS FROM A LIFE IN PRIVATE EQUITY 

Guy Hands   An inside account of the world of private equity.    £20.00 

THE TRANSGENDER ISSUE: AN ARGUMENT FOR JUSTICE 
Shon Faye   A broad-ranging study of trans life in contemporary Britain and beyond that 

makes the case for social change with admirable clarity.    £20.00 

BANKSTERS: THE STOLEN TRILLIONS 
Alexander Lebedev   Examines a sequence of frauds by supposedly respectable financial 
institutions, whereby stolen billions are laundered in offshore tax havens and deposited in 
secret accounts.    £16.95 

CHINA VS AMERICA: A WARNING 
Oliver Letwin   A valuable contribution to the debate on how we should respond to China's 
rise.    £20.00 

THERE'S A WAR GOING ON BUT NO ONE CAN SEE IT 
Huib Modderkolk   Hair-raising tour of the corridors and back doors of the globalised digital 
world that looks at espionage and crime, and exposes our startling vulnerabilities.    £20.00 

WE DON'T KNOW OURSELVES: A PERSONAL HISTORY OF IRELAND 
SINCE 1958 
Finan O'Toole   A mix of memoir and history by the brilliant, witty, acerbic journalist and 
writer.    £20.00 

WILDLAND: THE MAKING OF AMERICA'S FURY 
Evan Osnos   A detailed, careful attempt to understand the changes in the United States over 
the last decade that sees Trump's election not so much as the cause of fracture but rather as 
the bitter fruit of years of inequality and modern forms of segregation. Osnos has won both 

a Pulitzer and the National Book Award for previous work.    £20.00 

BROKEN HEARTLANDS: A JOURNEY THROUGH LABOUR'S LOST 
ENGLAND 
Sebastian Payne   A travelogue through the so-called 'red wall' seats of Northern England. 
Brexit and Corbyn are here of course, but Payne's dogged reportage reveals a sense that 

something more fundamental has shifted in the political status quo.    £20.00 

TIME FOR SOCIALISM: DISPATCHES FROM A WORLD ON FIRE, 2016-2021 
Thomas Piketty   The author of Capital In The Twenty First Century brings together his articles 
from Le Monde, covering the rise and fall of Trump, Brexit, Macron's ascendance to the 
French presidency, the unfolding of a global pandemic and much else.    £16.99 

THE RIGHT TO SEX 
Amia Srinivasan   A mind-expanding examination of the politics and ethics of desire by a 
professor at All Souls.    £20.00 
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THE STRUGGLE FOR INDIA'S SOUL: NATIONALISM AND THE FATE OF 
DEMOCRACY 
Shashi Tharoor   A passionate, erudite defence of the pluralism and secularism that have been 
India's socio-political treasure since Independence, now besieged by ethno-religious 

ideologies and politics. Immensely readable, by the author of Inglorious Empire.    £20.00 

SHUTDOWN: HOW COVID SHOOK THE WORLD'S ECONOMY 
Adam Tooze   The economic wreckage of Covid-19 and what the future looks like - in 

Tooze's very capable hands.    £25.00 

TRILLIONS: HOW A BAND OF WALL STREET RENEGADES INVENTED 
THE INDEX FUND AND CHANGED FINANCE FOREVER 
Robin Wigglesworth   The vivid secret history of index funds and the passive investing that 
may now account for over $26 trillion.    £25.00 

FICTION 
 

THE BRIDGE ON THE DRINA 
Ivo Andric   An Everyman hardback of the classic Yugoslav novel about the C16th bridge 
that survived every war and skirmish until 1914.    £14.00 

A SINGLE ROSE 
Muriel Barbery, translated by Alison Anderson   A new novel from the author of The Elegance of 
the Hedgehog which relates a woman's journey to Japan to read her estranged father's will. 
Gradually, through meeting his friends and exploring Kyoto along a meticulous and very 
personal itinerary created by him, she moves towards a posthumous reconciliation.    pbk 
£12.99 

THE WOMEN OF TROY 
Pat Barker   Follows her superb The Silence of the Girls beyond Troy's fall: Briseis has to 

navigate the squabbling victors as they wait for a fair wind.    £18.99 

THE INSEPARABLES 
Simone de Beauvoir, introduction by Deborah Levy, translated by Lauren Elkin   A lost roman-à-clef 
from the great French writer about a passionate and involved female friendship. 
Encompassing art, politics and love, this is its first publication in English.    £12.99 

THE GAP IN THE CURTAIN 
John Buchan   A reprint of his 1932 novel: five guests in a country house have to decide how 
to act on supernaturally acquired knowledge... (Dec)    pbk £12.99 

THE STRUDLHOF STEPS: THE DEPTH OF THE YEARS 
Heimito von Doderer, introduction by Daniel Kehlmann, translated by Vincent King    The first English 
translation of a masterpiece of modern Austrian literature, set in the early C20th and first 
published in 1951. Vienna and her surrounding woods and hills embrace a motley and 
jubilant cast of aristocrats and grifters, shop keepers and adventurers in a sort of virtuosic 
soap-opera, their lives and concerns criss-crossing at the famous steps. (NB: Not published 

until Dec. 14th.)    pbk £19.99 

CLOUD CUCKOO LAND 
Anthony Doerr   The first novel in seven years - and we've heard it's wonderful - by the 
author of All The Light We Cannot See. It traverses centuries and planets, veering between the 
siege of Constantinople in 1453, present day Idaho and an interstellar space ship. A 

mysterious ancient text connects them all.    £20.00 

A BAD BUSINESS: ESSENTIAL STORIES 
Fyodor Dostoevsky, translated by Nicholas Pasternak Slater   An elegant Pushkin Press 

edition.    pbk £12.00 

LIFE WITHOUT CHILDREN 
Roddy Doyle   A collection of stoic and wry short stories that mirrors our shared experience 
of grief, loss and isolation during the pandemic.    £14.99 

THE EVERY 
Dave Eggers   His 2013 novel The Circle was an acute satire of the tech world and, in 
particular, Google. Now Eggers envisages a dystopian future in which the world's biggest 
search engine and e-commerce website combine to form a giant monopoly called 'The 

Every'. Simultaneously funny and terrifying.    pbk £12.99 
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A CALLING FOR CHARLIE BARNES 
Joshua Ferris   A bravura upending of the clichés of the 'Great American Novel' from the 
author of Then We Came to the End. Set in early C21st America, Ferris's protagonist is a 
romantic in the style of Updike's Rabbit - unashamedly acquisitive, divorced several times 
and cocooned in a cloud of complacent bonhomie - until it all comes crashing down in the 
Great Recession and he suddenly has to face some harsh home truths. Fast and 
funny.    £16.99 

THE DEEPENING STREAM 
Dorothy Canfield Fisher   The tale of a gloomy childhood in mid-west America, a miraculously 
happy marriage and a move to France to help the war effort: this provides a beautifully 
written and unforgettable description of WWI seen from the French home front. A 
neglected treasure of the C20th, reprinted by Persephone Books.    pbk £15.00 

FREIGHT DOGS 
Giles Foden   A group of international mercenary pilots in Uganda in the mid-1990s fly 
weapons across Africa, selling them to the highest bidder. A young Congolese cowherd 
joins them and finds himself in a ton of trouble. Later, in Europe, he struggles to move on. 
GF evokes the landscape and people of East Africa (as he did the The Last King of Scotland) 
in this powerful story of survival.    £18.99 

CROSSROADS 
Jonathan Franzen   A 600-page behemoth of a novel, Crossroads is a cross-generational saga set 
in 1970s suburban Chicago. The paterfamilias is a pastor wondering whether to leave his 
failing marriage before his wife does; their children are involved with the counterculture 
through politics, drugs and music. The first volume of a projected trilogy.    £20.00 

MATRIX 
Lauren Groff   The author of Fates and Furies turns her hand to historical fiction with a vivid 
recreation of the life of the C12th French poet Marie de France. LG follows Marie's journey 
through Eleanor of Aquitaine's court, her mythic visions of the Virgin Mary and her rise to 
become head of a nunnery.    £16.99 

MORE THAN I LOVE MY LIFE 
David Grossman   A woman's past erupts in the present: a novel about courage and love from 
the great Israeli writer, author of See Under: Love and A Horse Walks Into a Bar among 

others.    £18.99 

BURNTCOAT 
Sarah Hall   A powerfully written novel about a sculptor facing the end of her life, sexual 
chemistry, confinement and the transformative power of art. The other actor (apart from 
her new lover) in the narrative is a lethal global pandemic. Hall's writing is magnificent, with 

a characteristic uneasiness and sensuality.    £12.99 

THE PENGUIN BOOK OF CHRISTMAS STORIES 
Edited by Jessica Harrison   A pretty clothbound edition of this snowy anthology that was first 

published by Penguin a couple of years ago.    £12.99 

THE PRINCE OF THE SKIES 
Antonio Iturbe, translated by Lilit Zekulin Thwaites   A fictional portrait of the life of Antoine de 
Saint-Exupéry - pilot, aristocrat and author of Le Petit Prince. Iturbe's last novel, The Librarian 
of Auschwitz, was a huge success.    £16.99 

PALMARES 
Gayl Jones   GJ's first novel in over two decades is set in C17th colonial Brazil and its last 
fugitive-slave settlement. She burst onto the literary scene in 1975 with the publication of 

Corregidora, acclaimed by Toni Morrison, James Baldwin and many others.    £18.99 

THE WRONG TURNING: ENCOUNTERS WITH GHOSTS 
Edited by Stephen Johnson   Ambrose Bierce, Robert Aickman, Tove Jansson, Alexander 
Pushkin, Henry James, Emily Brontë et al - an anthology of stories and excerpts from 
around the world. A new addition to the attractive series published by Notting Hill 

Editions.    £14.99 

SMALL THINGS LIKE THESE 
Claire Keegan   An elegant and carefully distilled novella about complicity, set in a rural 
Ireland in which the Catholic church exerts a questionable influence. Keegan's work is 
quietly lyrical, pared back to the bone.    £10.00 
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THE MORNING STAR 
Karl Ove Knausgaard, translated by Martin Aitken   Knausgaard's first novel since the 
completion of his My Struggle cycle. An unusually large star lights up the night sky in 
Norway, affecting the novel's characters in very different ways - some of them very dark. 

NB: Don't drop on your toes - it's a breezeblock.    £20.00 

LAND OF COCKAIGNE 
Jeffrey Lewis   Although not well known in the UK, Lewis is one of the best conteporary US 
novelists. This, set on the coast of Maine, is a sort of parable of contemporary American 
society.    £14.99 

METAMORPHOSIS: SELECTED STORIES 
Penelope Lively   This anothology is made up of stories written throughout Lively's long 
career.    £20.00 

HARSH TIMES 
Mario Vargas Llosa, translated by Adrian Nathan West   The Nobel Prize winner's new novel is 
set against the backdrop of the 1954 CIA-backed military coup against the putatively pro-
communist Guatemalan government: a story of high politics, corruption and 
intrigue.    £20.00 

THE ITALIAN 
Shukri Mabkouth, translated by Miled Faiza & Karen McNeill   A translation of the novel which 
won the 2015 International Prize for Arabic fiction. It follows one man's turbulent life 

through Tunisian politics, from his student days to his career as a journalist.    pbk £12.99 

ARE WE HAVING FUN YET? 
Lucy Mangan   A merry contemporary retelling of E.M. Delafield's Diary of a Provincial 

Lady.    £16.99 

SELECTED STORIES 
Guy de Maupassant, introduction by Catriona Seth, translated by Marjorie Laurie   A welcome re-

issue of Laurie's translations from the 1930s, in the Everyman Classics series.    £12.99 

THE RECTOR'S DAUGHTER 
F.M. Mayor   Mary Jocelyn, who leads a quiet but happy life with her widowed father at 
Dedmayne Rectory, is thrown into emotional disarray by an unexpected love affair. First 
published in 1924, it was pipped to the post for the Femina Prize by A Passage to India. ( 
"But to be defeated by E. M. Forster would be almost a distinction" said a friend.) From 
Persephone.    pbk £13.00 

THE MAKING OF INCARNATION 
Tom McCarthy   A scientist's investigations into light and motion are used to develop ways of 
tracking workers' movements. The dizzying narrative encompasses an experimental sci-fi 

film, military drone technology and Soviet physics.    £16.99 

I WOULD PREFER NOT TO: ESSENTIAL STORIES 
Herman Melville   In the attractive small format from Pushkin Press.    pbk £12.00 

THE LOST FRAGRANCE OF INFINITY 
Moin Mir   A swirling historical epic, published in India, which follows a quest for the 
essence of Sufism and the heady fragrance of ishq-e haqeeqi - love for the divine. From 
Afghanistan to Granada, it is an ambitious novel of psychological reckoning and spiritual 
journeying.    £18.00 

THE FELL 
Sarah Moss   Calloo callay - another slim and gripping novel from la Moss, who is much 
admired at Sandoe's... A woman breaks quarantine for a breath of air but things don't go 
according to plan. A novel of our times - about us in these times - with the black humour 
required for these unusual circs.    £14.99 

MAKING NICE 
Ferdinand Mount   FM displays his inside knowledge of Westminster in this wickedly 
Waughian send-up of London PR agencies and their vainglory.    £16.99 

ANGELS OF MUD 
Vanessa Nicolson   Set in Florence and spanning three generations of women, this novel 
centres on the catastrophic floods of 1966 and the international volunteers - the 'angels of 

mud' - who helped.    pbk £12.00 
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THE QUICK AND THE DEAD: SELECTED STORIES 
Mairtin O'Cadhain, translated by Louis de Paor   Set in the Gaeltacht, these stories by Ireland's 
greatest C20th Irish-language writer delve into the customs and hardships of Western 
Ireland's rural communities with empathy and quiet illumination.    £20.00 

DARK NEIGHBOURHOOD 
Vanessa Onwuemezi   A young Londoner's debut collection of short stories, much 
praised.    pbk £10.99 

THE MAN WHO DIED TWICE 
Richard Osman   The new Thursday Murder Club mystery.    £18.99 

PEACES 
Helen Oyeyemi   An elliptical, cautionary tale about identity and reality, set on a train. 
Cinematic, playful.    £14.99 

THE BOOK OF FORM AND EMPTINESS 
Ruth Ozeki   The teenage protagonist hears voices from the inanimate objects around him. 
Seeking refuge in a library, he finds a book that helps him to narrate his own life.    £18.99 

AUTUMN ROUNDS 
Jacques Poulin, translated by Sheila Fischman   A mysterious philanthropist travels up and down 
a stretch of Canadian coast delivering books to people who live too far from libraries. This 

novella was first published in 1933.    pbk £13.99 

BEWILDERMENT 
Richard Powers   Nature, bereavement, oddness, optimism, philosophy, love, ethics, climate 
change and extra-planetary experiences... Powers is an outstanding writer and there's 
nothing gimmicky about his protagonist's career in astrobiology. His last novel The Overstory 

was a wonder and this new one has been shortlisted for the Booker Prize.    £18.99 

STRANGER TO THE MOON 
Evelio Rosero, translated by Anne McLean & Victor Meadowcroft   First UK publication of the 
Colombian's 1986 dystopian novel, from the indefatigable Christopher MacLehose's new 
imprint.    pbk £9.99 

THE EARTHSPINNER 
Anuradha Roy   A finely-spun novel about a potter, of living, loving, fanaticism and 
creativity, allegory and myth. From a highly regarded and intelligent writer, also published 

by Christopher MacLehose.    £16.99 

THE ISLAND OF MISSING TREES 
Elif Shafak   Compassionate novel set in Cyprus and its civil war, before moving to 
contemporary London where a young woman tries to unearth her family's past and finds 
love, loss, displacement and hope.    £14.99 

CHRONICLES FROM THE LAND OF THE HAPPIEST PEOPLE ON EARTH 
Wole Soyinka   The Nigerian Nobel laureate returns with a hilarious and scalding exposé of 
the endemic corruption in his homeland.    £20.00 

WHERE YOU COME FROM 
Sasa Stanisic, translated by Damion Searls   A family flees conflict in Yugoslavia and attempts to 
build a new life in Germany. This won the 2019 German Book Prize.    £16.99 

TRUST 
Domenico Starnone, translated by Jhumpa Lahiri   An elegant novel which turns around a 
desperate bid to save a relationship: the couple decide that only by sharing their darkest 
secrets will their turbulent relationship be saved. It ends nevertheless. One confession in 
particular haunts the protagonist as he embarks on a new love.    pbk £12.99 

OH WILLIAM! 
Elizabeth Strout   Lucy Barton returns in ES's latest novel, as a chance encounter leads her to 
reconnect with her ex-husband William. A portrait of family, memory and lost 

futures.    £14.99 

THE BOOKS OF JACOB 
Olga Tokarczuk, translated by Jennifer Croft   A 900-page epic from the Polish Nobel laureate. 
Biblical in scale and content, the book follows an C18th messiah called Jacob Frank who 
converts from Judaism to Islam and then to Catholicism while gaining an ever-greater 

number of followers.    pbk £20.00 
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THE MAGICIAN 
Colm Toibin   Having addressed Henry James in The Master, CT turns now to Thomas Mann: 
a tender portrayal of the contradictions of Mann's life - homosexual but father to six 
children; a staunch German patriot who lived in exile from the Nazis. This is absolutely 

wonderful...    £18.99 

THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY 
Amor Towles   The much-anticipated new novel from the author of A Gentleman in Moscow. 
Three ex-cons and one teenager attempt to make their way from Kansas to San Francisco. 
A paean to the American West of the 1950s.    £20.00 

LILY: A TALE OF REVENGE 
Rose Tremain   A young foundling with a terrible secret makes her way through the harsh and 
unwelcoming territory of Victorian London.    £18.99 

THE GARDENER 
Salley Vickers   Two sisters buy a rambling house in the Welsh Marches. One decides to 
bring the neglected garden back to life with the help of an Albanian migrant living in the 
nearby village. The work allows her space to contemplate her complex relationship with her 
sister and their difficult upbringing. Characteristically evocative and perceptive.    £16.99 

WINTER FLOWERS 
Angelique Villeneuve, translated by Adriana Hunter   Translated from French, this is a 
remarkable short novel about a disfigured man returning to his family from the war in 1918, 

and trying to make things work.    pbk £12.00 

HARLEM SHUFFLE 
Colson Whitehead   A furniture salesman, who tries to keep to the straight and narrow with 
only the occasional foray into fencing a pilfered gewgaw for a cousin, finds himself drawn 
into a much bigger heist. A crackling portrait of Harlem in the 1960s from the double-
Pulitzer winnner.    £16.99 

THE CITY OF MIST 
Carlos Ruiz Zafón, translated by Lucia Graves   Stories from the late author of The Shadow of the 

Wind and many others.    £14.99 

TWENTY-FIVE FABLES 
Gregory Warren Wilson   The author of this dazzling book is primarily an artist, but the fables 
he has written are assured, witty and delightful. The book is privately published in a signed, 
limited edition (with GWW's own exquisite illustrations): we urge you to pluck this fruit 
while you can. It even smells good.    £45.00 

THRILLERS 
 

APRIL IN SPAIN 
John Banville   The melancholic pathologist Quirke and the Dublin detective St. John 
Stafford find themselves at work in a sun-dappled San Sebastián. Previously Banville 

published the Quirke crime series pseudonymously, as Benjamin Black.    £14.99 

NIGHT HUNTERS 
Oliver Bottini, translated by Jamie Bulloch   Two young people vanish within days of each other; 
perhaps the good burghers of the Black Forest are not as nice as they seem.    £18.99 

RICCARDINO 
Andrea Camilleri   A swansong for Inspector Montalbano, whose career has been cut short 
by the aged author's death. A phone call, a murder, a salt mine...    £16.99 

SILVERVIEW 
John Le Carré   The owner of a small, seaside bookshop is disturbed by the enquiries of a 
Polish émigré living nearby. He knows an unnerving amount about his family and is still 
curious to know more... Due to be published on what would have been his 90th birthday, 
the manuscript for this novel was complete when le Carré died last year.    £20.00 

BETTER OFF DEAD 

Lee Child & Andrew Child   Jack Reacher 26.    £20.00 
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STATE OF TERROR 
Hillary Rodham Clinton & Louise Penney   HRC's first foray into fiction has - surprise, surprise 
- a US Secretary of State as its protagonist, who has joined an administration desperately 
trying to undo a period of American isolationism amid a spate of terror plots.    £20.00 

THE DARK HOURS 
Michael Connelly   MC returns with another gritty LA-set policier. Detective Renée Ballard is 
called to a shooting on New Year's Eve, before connecting it to one of her colleague 

Bosch's unsolved murder cases...    £20.00 

JUDAS 62 
Charles Cumming   The follow-up to Box 88, CC's new thriller focuses on the same titular 
secret intelligence group. A man who acted as an agent for Box 88 while a language student 
in Russia in the 1990s now finds himself, in 2020, on a 'Judas' list of enemies of the Russian 

state and marked out for assasination...    £14.99 

THE UNHEARD 
Nicci French   A very small child produces a sinister drawing - what may she have witnessed? 

A psychological thriller of a brilliantly nasty kind.    £14.99 

A HAUNTING AT HOLKHAM 
Anne Glenconner   Another romp from the author of Lady in Waiting and Murder On Mustique. 
Presumably autobiographical, since it features the 11-year-old Lady Anne Coke returning 
home from Scotland in 1943 to find her home turned into an army base...    £16.99 

A CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES 
Susan Hill   Simon Serrailler Book 11    £20.00 

A MEMORY FOR MURDER 
Anne Holt   Private Investigator Selma Falck looks for revenge after her oldest friend, an 
MP, is murdered by a sniper.    £17.99 

THE LATE TRAIN TO GIPSY HILL 
Alan Johnson   This entertaining debut from the former Home Secretary has an everyday 
London commute morph into a drama of conspiracy crowded with the Russian mafiosi and 

the FSB.    £16.99 

THE JEALOUSY MAN: STORIES 
Jo Nesbo, translated by Robert Ferguson   Short stories that criss-cross Europe and the 

US.    £20.00 

THE LONELY ONES 
Hakan Nesser, translated by Sarah Death   Gunnar Barbarotti, the intrepid Swedish sleuth, 

investigates two copycat murders 35 years apart.    £18.99 

THE JOY AND LIGHT BUS COMPANY 
Alexander McCall Smith   Another in the much-loved No 1 Ladies' Detective Agency 
series.    £18.99 

THE PAVILION IN THE CLOUDS 
Alexander McCall Smith   A stand-alone novel set in the tea-fields of 1930s Ceylon. Shades of 
Somerset Maugham.    £14.99 

THE PRIME MINISTER'S AFFAIR 
Andrew Williams   Nifty historical spy novel, in which an MI5 operative is sent to Paris to 
deal with a blackmail case with political repercussions. The PM is Ramsay 

Macdonald.    £18.99 

PUNISHMENT OF A HUNTER: A LENINGRAD CONFIDENTIAL 
Yulia Yakovleva, translated by Ruth Ahmedzai Kemp   A wonderful evocation of Leningrad in 
the 1930s, in which a series of murders and thefts of paintings from the Hermitage embroil 
Inspector Vasily Zaitsev with the Soviet secret police.    £14.99 

THE WRONG GOODBYE 
Toshihiko Yahagi, translated by Alfred Birnbaum   Set in post-war Japan, this is a Chandleresque 
tale of murder, political corruption and black marketeering, with a heavy-drinking 
investigator out on a limb. Familiar tropes perhaps, but intriguingly reworked by the master 
of Japanese noir.    £18.99 
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THE VILLAGE OF EIGHT GRAVES 
Seishi Yokomizo, translated by Louise Heal Kawai   The brilliant but unkempt detective Kosuke 
Kindaichi scrutinises a cursed mountain village and a series of unexplained 
poisonings.    pbk £8.99 

THE MADNESS OF CROWDS 
Louise Penny   Another outing for Inspector Gamache, the Quebecois investigator - crowd 
control, social manipulation and a charismatic academic touting dangerous ideas lead 

inevitably to murder most foul.    £16.99 

POETRY 
 

ALL THE NAMES GIVEN 
Raymond Antrobus   A lyrical collection about childhood, identity and race. His last collection, 

The Perseverance, won the Rathbone Folio Prize and the Ted Hughes Award.    pbk £10.99 

THE OWL AND THE NIGHTINGALE 
Simon Armitage   Following his versions of Sir Gawain and Pearl, the Poet Laureate turns his 

attention to another Middle English treasure.    £14.99 

PATH THROUGH WOOD 
Sam Buchan-Watts   The first full collection by our former colleague at Sandoe's. He also 
published a pamphlet in the Faber New Poets series.    pbk £12.00 

LIKE A TREE WALKING 

Vahni Capildeo   A new collection by the Trinidadian-Scottish poet.    pbk £11.99 

H OF H PLAYBOOK 
Anne Carson   A sequence of poems with illustrations by the poet about Herakles, who finds 
it hard to adapt to peacetime after a life spent making war; murders his family, and then 
decides that he won't commit suicide because, by and large, he's a pretty good chap, after 

all.    £20.00 

WHALE DAY 
Billy Collins   A new collection.    pbk £10.99 

PURGATORIO 
Dante Alighieri, translated by D M Black   A new, annotated translation, published by The New 
York Review of Books.    pbk £15.99 

WINTER RECIPES FROM THE COLLECTIVE 
Louise Glück   A new collection from the Nobel laureate.    £12.99 

MEN WHO FEED PIGEONS 
Selima Hill   Seven sequences about women's relationships with different kinds of men, with 
Hill's characteristic use of juxtaposition, shock and general flamboyance.    pbk £12.00 

POEMS AND SATIRES 
Edna St. Vincent Millay, edited by Tristram Fane Saunders   A selection of her poetry as well as 
her prose. The satires were originally published under a nom de plume.    pbk £14.99 

THE POEMS OF DOROTHY MOLLOY 
Dorothy Molloy   The complete poems of the talented poet who died tragically young, in 

2004.    pbk £10.99 

ALL THE MEN I NEVER MARRIED 
Kim Moore   Her second collection after a long gap - the first was excellent.    pbk £9.99 

HOWDIE-SKELP 
Paul Muldoon   A 'howdie-skelp' is apparently the slap in the face a midwife gives a newborn. 
We are to understand that this new collection by the much-lauded Irish poet is a Call To 
Action; although what that action might be when the collection includes "a Yeatsian 
sequence of ekphrastic poems that call into question the very idea of an 'affront' to good 

taste" remains tantalisingly obscure. We'll keep you posted, if not slapped.    £14.99 

SELECTED POEMS 
Ai Qing, translated by Robert Hammond Dorsett   You may not have heard of him but he is one 
of the most acclaimed modern Chinese poets, and the father of Ai Weiwei (see the biog 
section, above).    £12.99 
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THE LATE SUN 
Christopher Reid   This new collection by the wonderful Reid concerns itself with place and 
displacement, even in the smallest of places. It is affirmation of the value of international 
perspectives, which are now so threatened by nationalistic currents around the world.    pbk 

£10.99 

THIS FRUITING BODY 
Caleb Parkin   A wacky-looking debut collection.    pbk £9.99 

DUINO ELEGIES 
Rainer Maria Rilke & eddy Sackville-West, introduction by Lesley Chamberlain, translated by Vita 
Sackville-West   A Pushkin Press reissue of this old translation, which was in fact its first 

translation into English (Hogarth Press, 1931).    £14.99 

GOLD 

Rumi, translated by Haleh Liza Gafori   A new translation from the NYRB.    pbk £11.99 

THE ONE GIRL GREMLIN 
Phoebe Stuckes   Her new pamphlet.    pbk £7.50 

AMNION 
Stephanie Sy-Quia   Latest debut from Granta's excellent new poetry list.    pbk £10.99 

FRESH OUT OF THE SKY 
George Szirtes   Much loved at Sandoe's (he wrote our 2017 Cuckoo Press pamphlet, England: 
A Love Affair), Szirtes has published poems regularly on Instagram since the start of Covid. 
In this new collection, these are folded in with other poems on exile and transformations - 
and joys in the midst of uncertainties.    pbk £12.99 

A YEAR IN THE NEW LIFE 
Jack Underwood   A new collection from the author of Happiness. The last poem is a 
knockout.    pbk £10.99 

THE PENGUIN BOOK OF SPIRITUAL VERSE: 100 POETS ON THE DIVINE 
Edited by Kaveh Akbar   The divine book of penguin verse. The verse book of the divine 
penguin. Or something. From 2300 BC Sumerian utterances to Rumi, Black, Dickinson, 

Tagore, etc. Wonderful.    £20.00 

100 POETS: A LITTLE ANTHOLOGY 
Edited by John Carey   The author of A Little History of Poetry has produced an anthology of 

what he considers to be the best poems by his favourite 100 poets.    £14.99 

A POET FOR EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR 
Edited by Allie Esiri   A variation on her successful anthology A Poem For Every Day of the 

Year, this time organized by poets rather than poems.    £20.00 

THE GOLDEN TREASURY OF SCOTTISH VERSE 
Edited by Kathleen Jamie, Don Paterson & Peter Mackay   An excellent collection that includes 
over three hundred poems ranging from the early medieval period to the C21st. Three finer 
editors would be hard to imagine.    £30.00 

ARCHIPELAGO ANTHOLOGY 
Edited by Andrew McNeillie   A superb anthology of poems and prose based around the isles 
of Britain and Ireland, derived from the literary magazine Archipelago. Contributions from 

luminaries such as Heaney, Oswald, Longley, Mahon, Morrisey, Jamie...    pbk £22.00 

POEMS OF THE DECADE 2011-2020 
Various   An anthology of 100 poems to celebrate three decades of the Forward Prize.    pbk 
£9.99 

POEMS OF LONDON 

Edited by Christopher Reid   An addition to the wonderful Everyman Poetry series.    £12.00 

BOOKS AND LIBRARIES: POEMS 
Edited by Andrew Scrimgeour   New addition to the Everyman series. Pretty.    £12.00 
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LITERATURE & IDEAS 
 

YOU HAVE NOT YET BEEN DEFEATED: SELECTED WRITINGS 2011-2019 
Alaa Abd El-Fattah, introduction by Naomi Klein   Perhaps the most high-profile political 
prisoner in the Arab world, Alaa has spent most of the last seven years in prison in Egypt. 
These essays were smuggled, compiled by friends and relatives and published by the 
redoubtable Fitzcarraldo.    pbk £12.99 

AUROCHS AND AUKS: ESSAYS ON MORTALITY AND EXTINCTION 
John Burnside   Erudite reflections on the history of the auroch, the Minotaur, the great auk 

and his own near death during the pandemic.    £14.00 

NO. 91/92: NOTES ON A PARISIAN COMMUTE 
Lauren Elkin   Begins with a Perec epigraph: "De l'autobus, je regarde Paris" - and Elkin does, 
in a diary of vignettes about the 'infra-ordinary' (Perec again): fellow commuters, a 
diversion, a girl with a blue tutu and fake lashes, a morning when the whole world smells of 
soup, and - increasingly as the book goes on - about herself and a short-lived pregnancy. 
Observant, funny, 'in the moment' stuff. Poignant too. By the author of Flaneuse: Women 
Who Walk the City.    pbk £8.99 

MANIFESTO: ON NEVER GIVING UP 
Bernardine Evaristo   The Booker Prize winner reflects on her long journey to literary fame, 
and how her personal experience is bound up in Britain's complex racial and colonial 

past.    £14.99 

OPPOSITIONS: SELECTED ESSAYS 
Mary Gaitskill   While MG's early short stories have recently found acclaim as modern 
classics, she is less well known as a brilliantly perspicacious critic and essayist. This new 
selection of her non-fiction - covering everything from Nabokov to horses - will be 

excellent.    £16.99 

GREEK MYTHS: A NEW RETELLING 
Charlotte Higgins, illustrated by Chris Ofili   Athena, Circe, Penelope, Helen et al.: female 
characters and narrators are given centre stage in this fine reworking of the familiar. By the 
author of Under Another Sky: Journeys in Roman Britain.    £20.00 

A HITCH IN TIME 

Christopher Hitchens   A selection of some of his finest pieces for the LRB.    £16.99 

THE HEART OF THINGS: AN ANTHOLOGY OF MEMORY AND LAMENT 
Richard Holloway   A new anthology from the most cerebral of Scottish bishops. RH brings 
together a thoughtful selection of work from various writers and poets reflecting on faith, 
hope, forgiveness, sin and morality.    £16.99 

MOTHERS, FATHERS, AND OTHERS: NEW ESSAYS 
Siri Hustvedt   As well as a bestselling novelist, Hustvedt has lectured on neuroscience, 
psychoanalysis and philosophy at scientific conferences across the world. This new essay 
collection draws both on her academic and literary grounding to discuss family, cruelty, and 
the restorative power of art.    £20.00 

THE WILL TO SEE: DISPATCHES FROM A WORLD OF MISERY AND HOPE 
Bernard-Henri Levy   BHL reports from some of the world's most desperate humanitarian 
crises - from Syria to Iraqi Kurdistan; Nigeria to Lybia; Afghanistan to Lesbos - and argues, 
with a unique mix of philosophy and journalism, that we cannot afford to meet such terrible 
human suffering with indifference.    £16.99 

WRITING IN THE DARK: BLOOMSBURY, THE BLITZ AND HORIZON 
MAGAZINE 
Will Loxley   An entertaining history of literary London during the Second World War 
focusing on Peter Watson & Cyril Connolly's Horizon magazine, but also including the 
Woolfs, Dylan Thomas, Julian McLaren-Ross and Stephen Spender etc.    £20.00 

ON FREEDOM: FOUR SONGS OF CARE AND CONSTRAINT 
Maggie Nelson   The author of The Argonauts and Bluets traces the concept of freedom through 
four distinct realms: art, sex, drugs and climate.    £20.00 

THESE PRECIOUS DAYS 
Ann Patchett   A wide ranging collection of essays and memoir from the US novelist 
exploring everything from her late blooming friendship with Tom Hanks, the inspiration 

she finds in Snoopy, and the joy of knitting.    £16.99 
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THE BREAKS 
Julietta Singh   Contemplating the crises humanity faces, especially for 'Brown girlhood', 
Singh considers how we might move through 'the breaks' towards a tenable future.    pbk 
£9.99 

ORWELL'S ROSES 
Rebecca Solnit   Solnit's intellectual ramble around Orwell's garden includes Stalin's desire to 
grow lemons in the far north and Tina Medotti's photographs of roses.    £16.99 

OH, TO BE A PAINTER! 
Virginia Woolf, introduction by Claudia Tobin   A collection of Woolf's finest criticism on the 
visual arts.    pbk £8.95 

THE CELTIC MYTHS THAT SHAPE THE WAY WE THINK 
Mark Williams   The enduring cultural relevance of Celtic myths - from King Arthur to 

Finga. Illustrated.    £20.00 

BOOKS ABOUT BOOKS 
 

THE BOOK OF ALL BOOKS 
Roberto Calasso, translated by Tim Parks   The last book by the late Italian Titan among writers 
and publishers is a typically idiosyncratic and compelling exploration of the Bible and its 
influence on Western civilisation. His broad view, generous humanity, rippling energy and 
appetite for life will be greatly missed.    £25.00 

AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 BOOKS 
David Damrosch   With a titular nod to Jules Verne, Damrosch propels us on an invigorating 
tour d'horizon of world literature.    £20.00 

INDEX, A HISTORY OF THE: A BOOKISH ADVENTURE 
Dennis Duncan   A rich and witty history of the index, from abbreviations, algorithms, and 

the Age of Distraction to Zembla, a distant northern land.    £20.00 

THE PENGUIN MODERN CLASSICS BOOK 
Henry Eliot   The companion volume to Eliot's 2018 The Penguin Classics Book. A complete 
illustrated guide to every book - from Achebe to Zweig - published in Penguin's Modern 
Classics imprint.    £30.00 

PEN INTERNATIONAL: AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY 
Carles Torner, edited by Jan Martens   The acronym stands for 'Poets, Essayists, Novelists'. This 
extraordinary organisation dedicated to freedom of expression was founded in 1921. 

Literature knows no frontiers...    £45.00 

THE LIBRARY: A FRAGILE HISTORY 
Arthur der Weduwen & Andrew Pettegree   A history of the library, which outlines stories 

behind the major institutions that we know today. Richly illustrated.    £25.00 

HIDDEN HANDS: THE LIVES OF MANUSCRIPTS AND THEIR MAKERS 
Mary Wellesley   A history of medieval and early modern manuscripts - from Beowulf to 

Shakespeare folios. Illustrated.    £25.00 

ART & EXHIBITIONS 
 

SYBIL & CYRIL: CUTTING THROUGH TIME 
Jenny Uglow   The master biographer turns her pen to Sybil Andrews & Cyril Power, the 

couple whose modernist linocuts captured the mood of the interwar years.    £20.00 

INTO THE DARK WOODS 
Su Blackwell   Blackwell is a remarkable artist who creates astonishing tableaux made of cut-
out paper; many of her subjects are taken from fairy tales and she often works with the 
pages of old books. This is her own publication, consisting of two parts: an illustrated story 

for all ages and a 'how-to' booklet.    £40.00 

QUENTIN BLAKE - A YEAR OF DRAWINGS 
Claudia Zeff   An edited selection of 3000 (!) drawings made during lockdown.    £25.00 

LUCIEN BOUCHER'S BOUTIQUES 
James Russell, translated by Shaun Whiteside   First of three vols from Mainstone Press on the 
work of Lucien Boucher, 37 of whose marvellous lithographs of Parisian shop fronts are 
reproduced here, along with an extended, illustrated essay by James Russell and translations 
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of Pierre Mac Orlon's accompanying poems. The original was first published in 1925 by 
Marcel Seheur, a leading light of the French avant-garde. Boucher's work is a delightful mix 
of art deco and whimsy - and indubitably, unashamedly French. Clothbound, limited edition 
of 500.    £100.00 

CEZANNE IN THE BARNES FOUNDATION 
Nancy Ireson & Sylvie Patry   Lavish and important landmark volume, on the legendary 
Philadelphia Post-Impressionist collection.    £65.00 

CHARLESTON: THE BLOOMSBURY MUSE 
Edited by Lawrence Hendra & Ellie Smith   A catalogue to accompany the celebration of 
Charleston at Philip Mould's gallery, using items from its exquisite collection and from 
private lenders too. Excellent essays about the growth of the house, from blank canvas to 
painted gem. With contributions by Deborah Gage, Richard Shone, Darren Clarke and 

Matthew Holliday; lovely photographs of the house and many artworks.    £27.50 

UNSETTLING LANDSCAPES: THE ART OF THE EERIE 
Gill Clarke, Robert Macfarlane & Steve Marshall   A fascinating look at landscape from the 
aftermath of the Great War to the present, with a showstopping essay by Macfarlane. 
Unquiet nature, absence and presence, glimpses, tremors, unease and dread... M.R. James 
comes strongly to mind. Includes work by Paul Nash, Edward Burra, Ingrid Pollard, Stanley 
Donwood and Derek Jarman, whose short film A Journey to Avebury is part of the 
eponymous exhibition at the St Barbe Museum in Lymington.    £20.00 

LUCIAN FREUD: THE COPPER PAINTINGS 
Martin Gayford & David Scherf   To work with oil paint on copper was typical for Rembrandt 
and early Dutch flower painters, but not for a C20th painter. Freud produced just over a 
dozen such works in the 50s and this volume brings them all together, for the first time, 
including his lost portrait of Bacon.    £30.00 

FRICK MADISON 
Xavier F Salomon   The stunning new installation of the Frick's collection of Old Masters etc 
in Marcel Breuer's Brutalist bulding a few blocks away from its usual home, now in the 

process of restoration. Beautifully photographed.    £29.95 

THEASTER GATES: A CLAY SERMON 
Edited by Lydia Yea & Cameron Foote   TG has several London exhibitions coming up: 
designing the Serpentine Pavilion in 2022; a community project with the V&A; and this is 
the catalogue for his autumn exhibition at the Whitechapel. It explores the spiritual 
significance of clay, with contributions by Edmund de Waal and Ben Okri.    pbk £30.00 

BY HER HAND: ARTEMISIA GENTILESCHI AND WOMEN ARTISTS IN 
ITALY, 1500-1800 
Edited by Eve Straussman-Pflanzer   A team of distinguished art historians breathe new life into 
three centuries of Italian art history.    £30.00 

ALBERTO GIACOMETTI: MARVELLOUS REALITY 
Edited by Catherine Grenier & Emilie Bouvard   Catalogue for a recent retrospective in 
Monaco.    £30.00 

FRANCISCO DE GOYA 
Edited by Martin Schwander   Accompanies an exhibition at the Fondation Beyer in Basel 
which is set to be one of the largest ever Goya shows outside Spain. Includes over 70 

paintings and 60 drawings.    £58.00 

A YEAR UNFOLDING: A PRINTMAKER'S VIEW 
Angela Harding   A journey through the year from her Rutland studio, showing the processes 

as well as their beautiful results.    £20.00 

HILMA AF KLINT: THE SECRET PAINTINGS 
Edited by Sue Cramer   The 'secret' refers to how obscure she was until very recently. 
Published alongside a new show at her eponymous foundation in Sweden, this rides in the 
wake of the Guggenheim's 2019 exhibition which prompted her radiant 

rediscovery.    £30.00 

DAVID HOCKNEY - MOVING FOCUS 
Helen Little   An overview of Hockney's career, with contributions from Owen Jones, Ali 

Smith and several others, to coincide with his 85th birthday.    £35.00 
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LAURA KNIGHT: A PANORAMIC VIEW 
Anthony Spira & Fay Blanchard   A survey of Knight's life in art, from the Yorkshire Moors 

and Cornish coast to her visits to segregated American hospitals.    pbk £25.00 

OGATA KORIN: ART IN EARLY MODERN JAPAN 
Frank Feltens   His paintings of irises and plum blossoms on gold-foiled folding screens are 
still exquisite after 400 years. This book offers the first detailed presentationof his work in 
English.    £45.00 

LEON KOSSOFF: CATALOGUE RAISONNE OF THE OIL PAINTINGS 
Andrea Rose & Barnaby Wright   Compiled and written by two curators who worked with 
Kossoff and knew him well.    £175.00 

RICHARD LONG: MANY RIVERS TO CROSS 
Richard Long   A sweeping overview of Long's career, from the 1960s to the 

present.    £50.00 

MAGRITTE 
Alex Danchev   The biographer of Cezanne and Braque turns his eye to the bowler-hatted 

Belgian.    £30.00 

JULIE MANET: THE IMPRESSIONIST MEMORY 
Marianne Mathieu, Dominique d'Arnoult & Claire Gooden   This is the catalogue (in English) of 
the exhibition at the Musée Marmottan Monet, Paris, presenting an account of the life and 
work of the influential woman who was the daughter of Berthe Morisot, the niece of 

Édouard Manet and the wife of the collector Ernest Rouart.    £40.00 

AGNES MARTIN: PAINTING, WRITINGS, REMEMBRANCES 
Arne Glimcher   A complete retrospective from Phaidon, beautifully illustrated and 

interspersed with facsimiles of her own letters and poetry.    £100.00 

PAULA MODERSOHN-BECKER 
Edited by Ingrid Pfeiffer   An illustrated monograph on this German early Expressionist 

painter, whose career was cut short by her death aged 31.    £42.00 

ALICE NEEL: AN ENGAGED EYE 
Serge Lasvignes   Catalogue for the Pompidou exhibition, with an emphasis on the social and 
political drive of her work.    £35.00 

MAN RAY: THE ARTIST AND HIS SHADOWS 
Arthur Lubow   A biography of the surrealist through the lens of his Jewish background; 
published as part of Yale's Jewish Lives series.    £16.99 

BRIDGET RILEY: WORKING DRAWINGS 
Edited by Alexandra Tommasini & Rosa Gubay   A rich volume of sketches, colour analyses, 
notations and scale studies all the way from her childhood to today.    £45.00 

LUISA ROLDAN 
Catherine Hall-van den Elsen   The first monograph in English on Luisa Roldán (1652-1706), 
one of the great Spanish sculptors in polychromed wood in the C17th, which places her in 

the broader context of the Spanish Baroque. Richly illustrated.    £30.00 

SICKERT: THE THEATRE OF LIFE 
Edited by Richard Shone   The catalogue of the Piano Nobile exhibition.    pbk £30.00 

HUMANKIND: RUSKIN SPEAR - CLASS, CULTURE AND ART IN 20TH 
CENTURY BRITAIN 
Tanya Harrod   Teaching at the Royal College of Art from 1948-1975, he had enormous 
influence on a generation of British artists. He was also a significant artist in his own right, 
best known for his vivid portraits in Hammersmith. This is the first book on him since his 

1980 Royal Academy retrospective, and it examines his complex legacy.    £35.00 

VAN GOGH AND THE OLIVE GROVES 
Nienke Bakker & Nicole R Myers   This catalogue, published in conjunction with an 
exhibition at the Dallas Museum of Art, brings together the extraordinary series of olive 
grove paintings that Van Gogh undertook from June-December 1889 when he was staying 

at the asylum in Saint-Rémy-de-Provence during the penultimate year of his life.    £40.00 
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ART IN THE FIRST CITIES OF IRAN AND CENTRAL ASIA: THE 
SARIKHANI COLLECTION 
Agnes Benoit   Explores the art of ancient Iran and Central Asia between the 5th and 2nd 
millenniums BC.    £35.00 

DREAMS OF FREEDOM: ROMANTICISM IN GERMANY AND RUSSIA 
Holger Birkholz, Sergey Fofanov & Ljudmila Markina   Illustrated with 300 paintings from the 
State Tretyakov Gallery Moscow and the Albertinum of the State Art Collections Dresden, 
this is a fine book on the C19th artists who dreamed of freedom amid revolution and, 
stifled by reactionary resistance, worked in exile.    £45.00 

THIS DARK COUNTRY: WOMEN ARTISTS, STILL LIFE AND INTIMACY IN 
THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY 
Rebecca Birrell   A rich and original account of how the known (Vanessa Bell, Gwen John) 
and many lesser known artists expressed themselves through their gorgeous vases of 
flowers, bowls of fruit etc.    £25.00 

SURREALISM BEYOND BORDERS 
Edited by Stephanie D'Alessandro & Matthew Gale   A global approach coinciding with an 
exhibition at the Met which is coming to Tate Modern in 2022. Looks at Colombia, Turkey, 
the Philippines etc, as well as the US, France and the UK, from the 1920s to the 

1970s.    £50.00 

MODERN TIMES - BRITISH PRINTS, 1913-1939 
Jennifer Farrell   Accompanies an exhibition at the Met: the artistic and technical innovation 
of British printmaking from WW1 to the eve of WW2.    £40.00 

THE MOSAICS OF ALEXANDRIA: PAVEMENTS OF GREEK AND ROMAN 
EGYPT 
Anne-Marie Guimier-Sorbets   A gorgeous overview of the mosaics and pavements of Egypt 
that were created between the end of the C4th BC and the C6th AD.    £50.00 

THE NATURAL WORLD 
Damian Hoare   Accompanies an exhibition at Cromwell Place, put together by the son of 
the late Oliver Hoare. Chinese root sculptures, meteorites, bezoars and some of Simon 
Peers's staggering woven golden spider silk are among the show's bounty.    pbk £20.00 

AQUATINT: FROM ITS ORIGINS TO GOYA 
Rena M. Hosington   Published in association with the National Gallery of Art in Washington, 
which houses a superb collection of the ingenious printmaking technique that was so 
important in Enlightenment Europe.    £48.00 

ART OF THE EXTREME 1905-1914 
Philip Hook   Examines the feverish decade before WWI, when the Old Masters and the 

Avant-Gardists split the art world in two.    £30.00 

TOWARDS THE SUN: THE ARTIST-TRAVELLER AT THE TURN OF THE 
TWENTIETH CENTURY 
Kenneth McConkey   Despite often possessing cameras, grand tourists persisted in using 
watercolours. This fascinating, wide-ranging illustrated book explores attitudes towards the 
picturesque, Empire, the Orient and much else.    £65.00 

EUROPE DIVIDED: HUGUENOT REFUGEE ART AND CULTURE 
Tessa Murdoch   A richly illustrated and scholarly study from the V&A.    £40.00 

THE WOMEN WHO SHAPED MODERN ART IN BRITAIN 
James Scott   Carves out a space in modern British art history for Helen Sutherland, Myfanwy 
Piper and a host of lesser known female collectors, gallerists and friends.    £25.00 

NATIONAL TREASURES: SAVING THE NATION'S ART IN WORLD WAR II 
Caroline Shenton   A riveting account of the oddballs and aesthetes who packed up some of 
London's movable artistic heritage and buried it in slate mines etc.    £16.99 

WHISTLER TO CASSATT: AMERICAN PAINTERS IN FRANCE 
Timothy J. Standring   The first thorough exploration of France's impact on expat American 

artists, for an exhibition set to tour several major US museums this winter.    £35.00 

CREATION: ART SINCE THE BEGINNING 
John-Paul Stonard   An ambitious, panoramic history of world art that takes us from pre-

history to the present.    £30.00 
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AFRICAN ARTISTS: FROM 1882 TO NOW 
Joseph L Underwood & Chika Okeke-Agulu   From Phaidon, a valuable A-Z survey of over 300 

modern and contemporary artists born or based in Africa.    £49.95 

THE RENAISSANCE CITIES: ART IN FLORENCE, ROME AND VENICE 
Norbert Wolf   A gorgeous book that shows what these cities had in common, as well as what 
separated their artistic achievements.    £99.00 

ARCHITECTURE 
 

BUILDING BEAUTIFUL: CLASSICAL HOUSES BY JOHN SIMPSON 

Clive Aslet   Designs from a Venetian palazzo to a restored C17th country house.    £45.00 

ARCHITECTURE OF THE THEATRE: VOLUME 1 
Grigory Barkhin   First publication in English of the extraordinary 1947 work. Vol 1 is 
historical - from earliest times to La Scala, Vienna State Opera etc, and the development of 
theatres in the Russian Empire. Vol 2 is devoted entirely to Soviet theatres.    £29.95 

ARCHITECTURE OF THE THEATRE: VOLUME 2 
Grigory Barkhin   First publication in English of the extraordinary 1947 work. Vol 1 is 
historical - from earliest times to La Scala, Vienna State Opera etc, and the development of 

theatres in the Russian Empire. Vol 2 is devoted entirely to Soviet theatres.    pbk £29.95 

ADOLF LOOS: WORKS AND PROJECTS 
Ralf Bock, photographs by Philippe Ruault   A finely illustrated, updated edition of the 2007 

monograph.    £70.00 

THOMAS JEFFERSON AT MONTICELLO 
Leslie Greene Bowman & Charlotte Moss, photographs by Miguel Flores-Vianna   Architecture, 
landscape, collections, books, food and wine - with contributions by Jon Meacham, Alice 
Waters, Jay McInerney, Annette Gordon-Reed, Xavier Salomon and others.    £32.50 

BRUNELLESCHI'S DOME IN FLORENCE 
Marco Bussagli   Built in 1420-1436, the dome was not painted by Vasari and Zuccari until 
1572-1579. This book, with text in English & Italian, presents in detail the entire pictorial 

cycle.    £50.00 

FRANK GEHRY: THE MASTERPIECES 
Jean-Louis Cohen   Looks at forty of this extraordinary architect's works around the world, 
from the Bilbao Guggenheim to the recent Luma Arles tower, showing how he has 
expanded our ideas of what a building can look like, using new materials and computer 

modelling to create curves, 'crumples' and other innovations.    £65.00 

CHATSWORTH, ARCADIA, NOW: SEVEN SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF A 
HOUSE 
The Duke of Devonshire & The Duchess of Devonshire, edited by Jean-Paul Stonard   After a decade 
of renovations, the Derbyshire palace is looking pretty dapper. Focusing on seven scenes in 
its history, this volume is a handsome portrait of the house and its collections.    £50.00 

A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF ENGLISH ARCHITECTURE, 1540-1640 
Mark Girouard   Long-awaited, this monument to a life of architectural scholarship assesses 
the impact of some six hundred master craftsmen, surveyors, designers and patrons at work 
between 1540 and 1640. The author's prose makes it a delight to dip and browse; his 
learning illuminates the political intrigues of the Tudor court, and the writings of Sidney, 

Shakespeare, Donne, Campion and Jonson.    £40.00 

LONDON'S GREAT RAILWAY STATIONS 
Oliver Green, introduction by Sir Peter Hendy, photographs by Benjamin Graham   There are more 

mainline stations in London than in any other city in the world... Illustrated.    £35.00 

LONDON'S 'GOLDEN MILE' - THE GREAT HOUSES OF THE STRAND, 
1550-1650 
Manolo Guerci   The product of many years' research, this is an amazing book that 
reconstructs the eleven 'Strand Palaces' which both gave rise to the distinctly English style 
that emerged in country houses and also presented an image of English power on the world 
stage.    £50.00 
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MODERN BUILDINGS IN BRITAIN: A GAZETTEER 
Owen Hatherley   From Aberystwyth to Aberdeen, St Ives to Shetland. With 600 pages of 

analysis and 300 pics, this is a valuable resource.    £60.00 

THE MUSEUM: FROM ITS ORIGINS TO THE 21ST CENTURY 
Owen Hopkins   Charts the evolution of museums from their origins in princely collections 
and cabinets of curiosity, through the Enlightenment and the reforming ideals of the C19th, 
to the emergence of the modern museums of today. Illustrated.    £40.00 

EUROPE'S 100 BEST CATHEDRALS 
Simon Jenkins   Not content with his England's Cathedrals, SJ has now gone one better in this 
fully illustrated guide to Europe's greatest places of worship. Chartres, Moscow...    £30.00 

VILLA ALBANI TORLONIA: THE CRADLE OF NEOCLASSICISM 
Massimo Listri   Celebrated particularly for its classical statues (qv the excellent recent The 
Torlonia Marbles), this Roman villa was the C18th creation of Cardinal Albani. It was 
preserved with its collections and gardens thanks to the Torlonia family who purchased the 
villa in 1866. Listri's superb photographs are complemented by scholarly text.    £115.00 

VAUX-LE-VICOMTE: A PRIVATE INVITATION 
Guillaume Picon, introduction by Christian Lacroix, photographs by Bruno Ehrs   A monograph on 
one of the most extraordinary French châteaux. Built in the C17th, Vaux-le-Vicomte was 
designed by Louis Le Vau in collaboration with the painter Charles Le Brun and the 
landscape designer André Le Nôtre. This stellar trio produced one of the most perfect 

realisations of French classicism. Richly illustrated.    £65.00 

DECIMUS BURTON: GENTLEMAN ARCHITECT 
Paul A Rabbitts   Although not so well known as Soane or Nash, Decimus Burton is one of 
the most influential neo-classical C19th architect-planners. This monograph draws attention 
to his designs for major London landmarks like the Wellington Arch and the Athenaeum as 
well as his plans for St Leonards and Tunbridge Wells.    £45.00 

A PALACE IN SICILY: A MASTERPIECE RESTORED 
Jean-Louis Remilleux   A handsome illustrated book on the Palazzo Castelluccio. Built in the 
C18th, it fell into ruin when the family died out in the C20th and has been restored by its 
new owner, the author. It conjures the world of The Leopard.    £40.00 

SKETCHBOOKS: COLLECTED MEASURED DRAWINGS AND 
ARCHITECTURAL SKETCHES 
George Saumarez Smith   The elegance of GSS's architectural draughtsmanship is supreme. A 
gorgeous collection of his drawings of columns, volutes, architraves and friezes.    £40.00 

IF THESE STONES COULD TALK: THE HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY IN 
BRITAIN AND IRELAND THROOUGH TWENTY BUILDINGS 
Peter Stanford   A fascinating history of Christianity told through the tumultuous and 
sometimes contested tales of twenty different churches and chapels scattered across Britain 
and Ireland.    £20.00 

SYNAGOGUES: MARVELS OF JUDAISM 
Leyla Uluhanli, introduction by Judy Glickman Lauder & Aaron Hughes    A global architectural 
history of the synagogue, from Frank Lloyd Wright's exquisite Beth Sholom Synagogue in 
Philadelphia to Dresden's movingly austere Neue Synagogue. Beautifully 
photographed.    £55.00 

INTERIORS 
 

CHATEAU DE HAROUE: THE HOME OF THE PRINCES DE BEAUVAU-
CRAON 
Victoria Botana de Beauvau, photographs by Miguel Flores-Vianna   The French C18th chateau has 

82 rooms with superb pictures, furniture etc; brilliantly photographed.    £45.00 

JACQUES GRANGE: RECENT WORK 
Pierre Passebon, photographs by Francois Halard   His Interiors is one of the most consistently 

popular books on the subject.    £60.00 

BUNNY MELLON STYLE 
Linda Jane Holden & Thomas Lloyd   We've had her gardens (twice) and her life... Now we 

have her interiors.    £46.00 
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CASA CABANA 
Martina Mondadori   A visual anthology on home decorating and entertaining from the 

interiors magazine.    £70.00 

MODERN ENGLISH: TODHUNTER EARLE INTERIORS 
Helen Chislett   Images and commentary on 18 private house projects from the 
internationally successful Chelsea design studio.    £50.00 

ROSE UNIACKE AT HOME 
Rose Uniacke & Alice Rawsthorn, photographs by Francois Halard   A gorgeous book on this 
celebrated designer's London house.    £150.00 

NEW YORK INTERIORS 
Edited by Karen Howes, photographs by Simon Upton   A groovy yellow slab of a book, with 
images from numerous designers' interiors in NY.    £60.00 

DECORATIVE ARTS 
 

A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF BRITISH AND IRISH ENGRAVERS, 
1714-1820 
David Alexander   An amazing reference work covering all engravers working in copper: not 

only those engaged in producing 'fine art' but all printed ephemera.    £75.00 

METALWORK FROM THE ARAB WORLD AND THE MEDITERRANEAN 
Doris Behrens-Abouseif   A new vol in the catalogue of the al-Sabah collection. Exquisite 

plates, bowls, lamps, door-knockers etc, finely illustrated and documented.    £50.00 

DRAGONS & PAGODAS: A CELEBRATION OF CHINOISERIE 
Aldous Bertram   Chinoiserie in all its forms - wallpapers, laquers, furniture, porcelain: this 
book is of course completely delightful. The author wrote his doctoral thesis on the subject 
and is also an artist, illustrator and interior designer.    £50.00 

THE V&A SOURCEBOOK OF PATTERN AND ORNAMENT 
Amelia Calver   More than 1,000 objects are presented with not just surface patterns but also 
3-dimensional ornament, e.g. the dragon's head spout on a ewer.    £40.00 

JAPANESE SCREENS: THROUGH A BREAK IN THE CLOUDS 
Anne-Marie Christin   A gorgeous book in landscape format on the history of screens from 
the C8th to the C21st. Profusely illustrated, it comes in a slipcase and includes fold-out 

reproductions of six screens in a separate pocket.    £124.99 

CHANEL NO. 5 
Pauline Dreyfus   2 vols in a slipcase: from 1921-1945, and from 1945-today. Covers the story 
of the packaging and marketing, with photographers such as Richard Avedon and Helmut 
Newton.    £150.00 

FABRIC: THE HIDDEN HISTORY OF THE MATERIAL WORLD 
Victoria Finlay   VF has written excellent previous books on colour and on jewels. This new 
one looks at textiles from sackcloth to silk, from Wales to Papua and Guatemala... 
Combining science with history and art, it offers a wonderful insight into human 
culture.    £25.00 

WOMAN MADE: GREAT WOMEN DESIGNERS 
Jane Hall   A survey of 200 women product designers, by a founding member of Assemble, 
a Turner prize-winning collective. Illustrated.    £39.95 

SAPPHIRE: A CELEBRATION OF COLOUR 
Joanna Hardy, edited by Robert Violette   Another gorgeous book from Thames & Hudson, 
following their previous volumes Ruby and Emerald. This is the final instalment of the series, 
and ranges from the C4th to the present, from Central Asia to show biz. Beautifully 
produced in blue cloth, many illustrations.    £85.00 

CARTIER AND ISLAMIC ART: IN SEARCH OF MODERNITY 
Pascale Lepeu   A sumptuous illustration of how Cartier embedded their jewellery with 
Islam's ornate motifs, gems and natural pearls. To accompany an exhibition at the Musée 

des Arts Décoratifs in Paris.    £45.00 

THE SOUL OF JEWELLERY 
Introduction by Jean-Marc Mansvelt   Published in collaboration with Maison Chaumet, this 
illustrated book looks at gems and jewellery from different and often unexpected angles, 
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with contributions not only from curators but from experts in other fields - architects, a 
composer, a perfumier, a botanist, an artist, a philosopher.    £60.00 

SARGENT, WHISTLER, AND VENETIAN GLASS: AMERICAN ARTISTS AND 
THE MAGIC OF MURANO 
Edited by Alexander Mann   Shows glass alongside paintings by the many American artists 
who found inspiration in Venice, and who carried aspects of the manufacture of Italian 
glass deep into American culture.    £50.00 

WILLIAM MORRIS 
Edited by Anna Mason   An illustrated survey of all aspects of the master's work, with 
contributions by experts on stained glass, church architecture, textile design, tableware 

etc...    £50.00 

TERENCE: THE MAN WHO INVENTED DESIGN 
Roger Mavity & Stephen Bayley   A biography of the design entrepreneur whose influence may 
be traced in everything, from where we live to what we eat; and whose work is enshrined in 
his ultimate creation, The Design Museum.    £20.00 

MAIOLICA IN RENAISSANCE VENICE: CERAMICS AND LUXURY AT THE 
CROSSROADS 
Christopher Maxwell, edited by Karine Tsoumis   A lavishly illustrated work of scholarship, 
exploring maiolica's conversations with artifacts ranging from Islamic metalwork and 
Chinese porcelain to Venetian lace and glass.    £39.95 

THE PERFUME COMPANION: THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE TO CHOOSING 
YOUR NEXT SCENT 
Sarah McCartney & Samantha Scriven   A useful compendium of almost 500 scents: how to 

choose them, where to find them - and how to replace them.    £22.00 

SILK: FIBRE, FABRIC AND FASHION 
Edited by Lesley Ellis Miller, Ana Cabrera Lafuente & Claire Allen-Johnstone   A huge new 
illustrated survey. Drawing on the exceptional collections at the V&A, it explores tradition 
and innovation across the history and geography of silk production.    £65.00 

INDIAN TILES: ARCHITECTURAL CERAMICS FROM SULTANATE AND 
MUGHAL INDIA AND PAKISTAN 
Arthur Millner   From the author and publisher (Prestel) who did the superb Damascus Tiles a 
few years ago; covering architectural ceramics from Sultanate and Mughal India, and 
Pakistan.    £69.99 

TEXTILES OF INDONESIA: THE THOMAS MURRAY COLLECTION 
Thomas Murray   Another superb book from Prestel, in the same format as their Textiles of 
Japan and Textiles of India.    £75.00 

NUNO: VISIONARY JAPANESE TEXTILES 
Reiko Sudo, edited by Naomi Pollock   First monograph on this hugely influential Japanese 
textile design company, with essays by Haruki Murakami, the architect Toyo Ito, curator 

Anna Jackson et al.    £50.00 

PHOTOGRAPHY 
 

BAOBAB 
Beth Moon   BM is the pre-eminent photographer of trees. This sequence of 50 luscious 
duotone prints emerged from a pilgrimage to Madagascar and South Africa as baobabs start 
to die because of global warming.    £35.99 

MARCO ANELLI: PORTRAITS IN THE PRESENCE OF MARINA 
ABRAMOVIC 
Marina Abramovic, Klaus Biesenbach & Chrissie Iles, photographs by Marco Anelli   A new edition 
of the extraordinary pictures taken during 'The Artist Is Present', where Abramovic invited 
MoMA visitors to sit opposite her in silence for 30 charged seconds. She summoned tears, 
laughter, even the visit of an erstwhile lover.    £40.00 

PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE: BERNARDINO 
NOGARA AND THE MINES OF THE NEAR EAST (1900-1915) 
Serena Berno & Roberto Cassanelli   From the collection of an Italian banker whose work 
financed infrastructure such as railways, mines, electric power stations and shipping 
companies in the Near East.    £25.00 
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THE LINDSAYS OF BALCARRES: A CENTURY OF AN ANCIENT SCOTTISH 
FAMILY IN PHOTOGRAPHS 
Ludovic Lindsay   A superb photographic record reproduced from an unearthed album at the 
home of the author's late father in Fife.    £60.00 

STORIES AND DREAMS: PORTRAITS OF CHILDHOOD 
Steve McCurry   Over 40 years and many travels, the distinguished photographer has taken 
many pictures of children. A selection of them is gathered here for the first time.    £40.00 

MOUNTAINS: THE GIANTS OF THE EARTH 
Massimo Zanella   Breathtaking shots from the Himalayas to the Dolomites, via Africa, 
Patagonia, Alaska... with suitably lofty quotations (Dante, Byron, Austen, Nietzsche et al) 

alongside them.    £42.00 

ICONS 
 

SLIM AARONS: STYLE 
Shawn Waldron & Kate Betts   More glamorous fashions, personalities, places from the iconic 

photographer.    £60.00 

CHRISTIAN DIOR: DESTINY 

Marie-France Pochna   The authorised biography    £25.00 

TOM FORD 002 
Tom Ford   This icon of fashion seems to have been a bit pressed when it comes to titles for 

his second book.    £95.00 

FRY'S TIES 
Stephen Fry   An icon opens his drawers.    £14.99 

RENE GRUAU: MASTER OF FASHION ILLUSTRATION 
Edited by Joelle Chariau, introduction by Holly Brubach   Following his collaboration with Dior in 
the 1940s, with just a few strokes of a brush and splashes of colour, Gruau became an icon 
of fashion. This survey of his delectable work reveals his influences (Toulouse-Lautrec, 
Kabuki) as well as his effect on the work of others.    £49.99 

MURAKAMI T: THE T-SHIRTS I LOVE 
Haruki Murakami   It's just icon after icon. Who'd have thought this one had a lot of T-
shirts tucked in his closet?    £14.99 

VERSACE CATWALK: THE COMPLETE COLLECTIONS 
Tim Blanks   Eye cons?    £55.00 

VOGUE PARIS: 100 YEARS 
Sylvie Lécallier   Send us your definition of 'icon'. Answers on a postcard, please. The one 
that makes us laugh the most will receive a copy of this book as a prize.    £45.00 

MUSIC & FILM 
 

PERFECT PITCH: 100 PIECES OF CLASSICAL MUSIC 
Tim Bouverie   A short but extremely useful guide to help those without prior knowledge of 
classical music discover ways into wonders that can seem intimidating or closed.    £9.99 

FIVE STRAIGHT LINES: A HISTORY OF MUSIC 
Andrew Gant   From the origins of music to the C21st: techniques, instruments, composers 
and venues...    £30.00 

THE BACH CELLO SUITES: A COMPANION 
Steven Isserlis   No one better than this world-renowned cellist to provide a companion to 

these wonderful pieces.    £12.99 

MOZART IN MOTION: HIS WORK AND HIS WORLD IN PIECES 
Patrick Mackie   Uses biographical snippets to expand our understanding of the music and 

show how Mozart was reacting to contemporary culture as well as creating it.    £20.00 

AMY WINEHOUSE: BEYOND BLACK 
Naomi Parry   Her life and career - both tragically too short - through pics and recollections 

of those who knew her.    £30.00 
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THE COMPLETE SONGS OF HUGO WOLF: LIFE, LETTERS, LIEDER 
Richard Stokes, introduction by Ian Bostridge   Wolf set the works of thirty-six poets to music. 
Here the genial professor of lieder at the Royal College of Music translates the poems, 
introduces the poets and Wolf's connections with them, and enlivens them with excerpts 

from letters. He has made this an exemplary tome for music-lovers.    £30.00 

MIKE LEIGH ON MIKE LEIGH 
Mike Leigh, edited by Amy Raphael   A revised edition to include his recent films.    pbk £25.00 

THE FRENCH DISPATCH 
Wes Anderson   Screenplay which brings to life a collection of stories from the final issue of 
an American magazine published in a fictional French city.    £14.99 

TRAVEL 
 

THE LIGHTED WINDOW: EVENING WALKS REMEMBERED 
Peter Davidson   Davdison's feel for dusk first came our way with his wonderfully evocative 
book The Last of the Light: About Twilight. Here he produces a series of nocturnes about cities 
at night-fall, winter evenings, summer light, walking though fields as the light fades... Draws 
on art, literature and geography, the work of Samuel Palmer, Atkinson Grimshaw, Edward 

Hopper and many more. Some illustrations.    £25.00 

A THING OF BEAUTY: TRAVELS IN MYTHICAL AND MODERN GREECE 
Peter Fiennes   A journey to find hope - or rather Hope: Fiennes's map for his wanderings are 
the myths, and then the myths come to infuse what he finds in Arcadia, the Peloponnese 
and beyond. The river Lousios, in which Zeus had his first hair-wash, and any number of 
myriad layerings come to mind. Such a journey might never end; with Fiennes for company, 

you won't want it to.    £18.99 

ON THE NILE IN THE GOLDEN AGE OF TRAVEL 
Andrew Humphreys   There was a bit of a gap between Anthony and Cleopatra's Nile cruises 
and the C19th heyday of purpose-built, shallow-bottomed paddle-wheelers. This book is 
about the latter - delicious travelling for those able to afford it, and pale enough to be 
admitted to linger in those cavernous lounges, under airy awnings. (May make one feel a 
sudden surge of sympathy for Agatha Christie, who used her pen to bring a number of such 
imagined travellers to grisly ends.)    pbk £19.95 

THE TRANS-SIBERIAN RAILWAY 
Aleksandra Litvina, illustrated by Anya Desnitskaya   From Moscow to Vladivostok, 5,700 miles 
in 7 days: engaging and informative, this presents the journey through illustrations, like a 
graphic novel.    £19.99 

THE DREAM OF EUROPE: TRAVELS IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 
Geert Mak, translated by Liz Waters   The Dutch historian and journalist on the first two 
decades of the C21st and the forces that have rocked the European project. How could the 
dream of unity, peace, prosperity and co-operation have come unstuck? And whither 

now?    £25.00 

LOUIS VUITTON: EXTRAORDINARY VOYAGES 
Francisca Matteoli   Glossy book on the history and art of travelling, whether in a hot air 
balloon, transatlantic liner or space shuttle, from the C19th to the present.    £55.00 

PERU: A JOURNEY IN TIME 
Cecilia Pardo   To accompany the exhibition at the British Museum: a millenium of material 
culture.    pbk £30.00 

GAZING EASTWARDS: OF BUDDHIST MONKS AND REVOLUTIONARIES 
IN CHINA, 1957 
Romila Thapar   That venerable and dedicated historian of ancient India travelled half a 
century ago to northern and north-western China to work at the cave sites of Maijishan and 
Dunhuang; based on her diaries of the time, this is a marvellous glimpse of a vanished 
world.    £20.00 

A MOROCCAN TRILOGY: RABAT, MARRAKESH AND FEZ 
Jerome Tharaud & Jean Tharaud   An account of Morocco in 1917, during the period of the 
French Protectorate, by the Tharaud brothers who also wrote a roman-a-clef about 

Kipling.    pbk £15.00 

THE AMUR RIVER: BETWEEN RUSSIA AND CHINA 
Colin Thubron   Some may have supposed that Thubron had done his last Big Journey, but 
this is arguably his biggest yet, and most arduous. Indomitable, venerable, he follows this 
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immense river from its source in remote Mongolian bogs to where it emerges in the Sea of 
Okhotsk in the Russian Far East. It is a complicated journey, much of it surrounded by 
poverty, desolation, wrecked environments, social collapse and historical contortions in 
spite of the natural wonders of the landscapes through which he passes. CT is always 
fascinating and compelling, and this introduction to a world scarcely known to the West is 
an astonishing feat.    £20.00 

BRILLIANT MAPS: AN ATLAS FOR CURIOUS MINDS 
Ian Wright, introduction by Tim Harford   A zany atlas of culture, history, politics and 
miscellanea, compiled by the editor of the 'Brilliant Maps' website.    pbk £12.99 

TIMELESS PARIS: ATELIERS, EMPORIUMS, SAVOIR FAIRE 
Marin Montagut, photographs by Pierre Musselet & Ludovic Balay   Artisan trades of Paris - a 
ribbon maker, the boiseries of Feau et Cie, pastel crayons still rolled as they were in the time 

of Degas, etc., presented by a designer, artist and shopkeeper. Many photographs.    £30.00 

GARDENS 
 

THE STAR-NOSED MOLE: AN ANTHOLOGY OF SCENTED GARDEN 
WRITING 
Isabel Bannerman   Delightful and clever selection: Bannerman's nose must spend much of its 
time dusted with pollen, like one of Eva Ibbotson's heroines (Anna Grazinsky, in the book 
with a dachshund that swallowed a diamond - but we are getting diverted!). The star-nosed 
mole's conk is particularly astute, and so this fine creature has been taken as a sort of 
familiar by the author in her quest for the almost undoable - to convey scents in 
words.    £20.00 

HOW TO DESIGN A GARDEN 
John Brookes, edited by Gwendolyn van Paasschen   By the gardener who radically changed garden 
design in the latter part of the C20th by focusing on the achievable and vernacular: low 
maintenance, beautiful gardens for all, with no need for huge spaces, deep pockets or 
serried rows of under-gardeners.    pbk £20.00 

BETH CHATTO'S GREEN TAPESTRY REVISITED: A GUIDE TO A 
SUSTAINABLY PLANTED GARDEN 
Beth Chatto, photographs by Steven Wooster   A new edition of this marvellous book on Chatto's 
own garden, updated where necessary by two of the gardeners who work there now - David 
Ward and Asa Gregers-Warg. With a revised plant directory too. Illustrated.    £30.00 

CONSTANCE SPRY AND THE FASHION FOR FLOWERS 
Shane Connolly   Catalogue for the delightful small show at the Garden Museum this 
autumn.    pbk £15.00 

STOURHEAD: HENRY HOARE'S PARADISE REVISITED 
Dudley Dodd, introduction by James Stourton, photographs by Marianne Majerus   The classical 
deliciousness that Richard Colt Hoare described in 1822 as "this elegant architectural relick 
of former days" before entering the garden, where "the eye is greeted with a general view of 
the most varied ground, enlivened by two magnificent temples, embosomed in deep 
Woods, and reflected in a lake of the most transparent hue"... Beautifully 
photographed.    £40.00 

THE GARDENS AT ROUSHAM: PAINTINGS BY FRANCIS HAMEL 
Francis Hamel   FH has lived at Rousham - William Kent's enduring masterpiece - for many 
years. Locked down there, he set about painting its magical, meandering gardens and this 
beautiful book is the happy result. With essays by Tom Stuart-Smith, Christopher 

Woodward and Joanna Kavenna.    £30.00 

GARDENS UNDER BIG SKIES: REIMAGINING OUTDOOR SPACE, THE 
DUTCH WAY 
Noel Kingsbury, photographs by Maayke de Ridder   This longterm collaborator with Piet Oudolf 
takes us for a look at the naturalistic, sustainable approach to gardens and parks in the 

Netherlands.    £40.00 

THE KEW GARDENER'S GUIDE TO GROWING TREES: THE ART AND 
SCIENCE TO GROW WITH CONFIDENCE 
Tony Kirkham   Another slim but excellent guide from the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew - 
how to grow, when and how to stake, propagate and prune; notes on individual species, 

etc.    £12.99 
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BEDSIDE COMPANION FOR GARDENERS 
Jane McMorland Hunter   An anthology of garden writing for every night of the year.    £20.00 

BY ANY OTHER NAME: A CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE ROSE 
Simon Morley   From the classical world to modernism, alchemy to neurobiology, by an art 

historian and rose-nut.    £25.00 

PARKS OF THE 21ST CENTURY: REINVENTED LANDSCAPES, 
RECLAIMED TERRITORIES 
Victoria Newhouse & Alex Pisha   52 parks in the US, Mexico, Canada, Europe and China, 
created from old waterfronts, railways, factories, etc. New York's High Line, which opened 
in 2008, is an early example of these innovative projects.    £55.00 

HUMPHRY REPTON: DESIGNING THE LANDSCAPE GARDEN 
John Phibbs & Joe Cornish   Though Repton came late to his calling as a landscape gardener 
(his coinage), his winning mix of attractive sketches, bound up into the famous 'Red books', 
and his taste for gentle, rolling views quickly brought him success. This pleasing book is 
well researched, taking in over a dozen of his landscape schemes that cover his career, 

including Mulgrave Castle, Courteenhall, Stanage and Endsleigh.    £55.00 

VEGETABLES: THE DEFINITIVE GUIDE FOR GARDENERS 
Roger Phillips   Phillips turns from foraging to growing in this well illustrated guide; many 

photographs, very practical.    £25.00 

IBIZA GARDENS 
Andrea Sanchez   Ancient olives, boulders of clipped rosemary, glaucous and green: an 
experienced Mediterranean landscape gardener's work on this dry, salty island is full of 
stylish ideas for drought-resistant planting.    £39.00 

IN KILTUMPER: A YEAR IN AN IRISH GARDEN 
Niall Williams & Christine Breen   The two authors - husband and wife - settled in the west of 
Ireland over thirty years ago, casting off from their life in the US on a romantic impulse to 
begin a new life near Christine's family roots. A wonderfully evocative memoir of a year in 
their sequestered place, threatened by both illness and modernity.    £18.99 

NATURAL HISTORY 
 

LIVING PLANET: THE WEB OF LIFE ON EARTH 

David Attenborough   A new edition of this classic.    £20.00 

A COUNTRYMAN'S WINTER NOTEBOOK 
Adrian Bell, introduction by Richard Hawking   The collected essays of Adrian Bell, the farmer-
writer best known for his rural trilogy. Finely observed, gently shared - and now gathered up 
in a small clothbound book. Some black and white illustrations.    £18.50 

FIFTY WORDS FOR SNOW 
Nancy Campbell   A ravishing book that revels in this beautiful white stuff: writer and Arctic 
traveller Nancy Campbell takes our minds and imaginations on a snowy journey to other 

cultures, other worlds - Icelandic, Maori, Finnish, Thai, Hebrew, Inupiaq...    pbk £9.99 

THE SOARING LIFE OF THE LARK 
John Lewis-Stempel   Another short delightfulness from JLS, following his Secret Life of the Owl, 
The Glorious life of the Oak and others. He and these slim yearly productions are becoming an 
institution.    £9.99 

ABUNDANCE: NATURE IN RECOVERY 
Karen Lloyd    A collection of essays about both repair and despair in the face of the 
accelerating loss of biodiversity in the Anthropocene. Lloyd's research takes her from the 
Carpathians to Perthshire, to a wolf running down a suburban street in the Netherlands to 
the reappearance of Imperial eagles in Hungarian farmlands that had suffered from the 

brutalist approach to agriculture of the Communist era.    £16.99 

BEECHCOMBINGS 
Richard Mabey   A lovely hardback reissue of Mabey's book about beech trees, prompted by 
the great storm of 1987 when so many blew down. One of a trio of reprints from Little 
Toller to celebrate Mabey's 80th birthday.    £18.00 
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GILBERT WHITE 
Richard Mabey   A hardback reprint of his award-winning biography of Gilbert White, the 
pioneering naturalist who lived at Selborne. One of a trio of books being published this 
autumn by Little Toller in celebration of Mabey's 80th birthday.    £18.00 

THE UNOFFICIAL COUNTRYSIDE 
Richard Mabey   A hardback reissue of Mabey's ground-breaking work of 1973, in which he 
wrote about what have more recently become known as 'edgelands', the neglected nooks 
and corners of industrial or urban landscapes in which nature has thrived all on her own. 
One of three reprints by Little Toller to celebrate the 80th birthday of this great and modest 
naturalist.    £18.00 

THE SWAN 
Stephen Moss   Follows Moss's previous books on the robin, the swallow and the wren. 
Eventually - presumably - he will reach that most magnificent if malodorous of birds - the 
gannet...    £12.99 

NESTS 
Susan Ogilvy   Exquisite paintings of birds' nests - she is careful in her obsession never to 
disturb the inhabitants, depicting only those from which the birds have flown or have been 
displaced by wind and weather. On a par with early scientific illustrations of animals, 

vegetables and minerals.    £20.00 

LIGHT RAINS SOMETIMES FALL: A BRITISH YEAR IN JAPAN'S 72 
ANCIENT SEASONS 
Lev Parikian   It stands to reason that the Japanese would have haiku-length seasons, unlike 
our monolithic four... Thanks to Parikian, a conductor, writer and "atrocious birdwatcher" 
(his words), these delicious phases - which we all recognise - are investigated through an 
English year.    £14.99 

HOW I BECAME A TREE 
Sumana Roy   Strange and wonderful meditation on arboreal being, drawing on literary 
history, theology, philosophy, botany, folklore, mythology and even cinema. Shades of 
Czeslaw Milosz's poem 'Notes': "Not that I want to be a god or a hero. Just to change into a 
tree, grow for ages, not hurt anyone." Peopled with a Calcutta taxi driver who keeps potted 
plants in his cab, Tagore and his love for his garden, etc. Published in India in 2017 and 

now picked up by Yale.    £18.99 

AVIAN ILLUMINATIONS: A CULTURAL HISTORY OF BIRDS 
Boria Sax   Fascinating study of our relationship with birds, from hunting to providing us 
with food, as messengers, guardians, omens, deities, metaphors, symbols and inspiration. 
Many illustrations.    £25.00 

STORIES OF TREES, WOODS AND FORESTS 
Edited by Fiona Stafford   Another nice stripey anthology from Everyman: Damon Galgut, 
Angela Carter, Tove Jansson, Ovid, Thos. Love Peacock, Sylvia Townsend Warner, D.H. 

Lawrence, Daphne du Maurier, Jean Giono, et al.    £12.99 

ICONOTYPES: A COMPENDIUM OF BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS. JONES'S 
ICONES COMPLETE 
Richard I Vane-Wright   760 species of Lepidoptera, painted between 1780 and 1800 by an 
amateur entomologist and wine merchant called William Jones, who worked from the 
collections of Joseph Banks, the Linnaean Society, Dru Drury et al, as well as his own. This 
beautiful facsimile is published in partnership with the Oxford University Museum of 
Natural History which holds the only manuscript copy (in six vols) of this astonishing work. 
It also contains contextual commentary, a brief biography of Jones's life, notes on C18th 
butterfly collectors and taxonomy, etc. Over a thousand illustrations...    £65.00 

SCIENCE 
 

THE ELEMENTS: A VISUAL HISTORY OF THEIR DISCOVERY 
Philip Ball   The discovery of the elements presented chronologically, with images drawn 
from a range of sources including alchemical documents, colour charts, advertisements, 
Theodore Gray's illustrations, cabinets of curiosity, mineral collections, etc.    £25.00 

THE MAN FROM THE FUTURE: THE VISIONARY LIFE OF JOHN VON 
NEUMANN 
Ananyo Bhattacharya   A biography of the Hungarian scientist who created the first ever 
programmable digital computer, and whose colleagues thought his brain was too 
inexplicably powerful to be entirely human.    £20.00 
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THE ART OF MORE: HOW MATHEMATICS CREATED CIVILISATION 
Michael Brooks   Ambitious and accessible book about the roots of architecture, government, 

art...    £18.99 

WHAT'S EATING THE UNIVERSE? AND OTHER COSMIC QUESTIONS 
Paul Davies   "There's a hole in our universe, dear Liza, dear Liza..." A whizz around some 
cosmological complexities by a distinguished professor of physics who has the further 
honour of having a minor planet named after him ('6870 Pauldavies').    £16.99 

BEING A HUMAN: ADVENTURES IN 40,000 YEARS OF CONSCIOUSNESS 
Charles Foster   Charles Foster is one of those rare people who seem to cram several lives 
into their own allotted span while the rest of us just about manage one... Adopting a sort of 
method-acting approach to research, the book opens with him and his son half-starved, 
certainly wet, tired and famished, as they try to experience what it was to be a hunter-

gatherer. Full of the unexpected, spilling with ideas, anecdote, and intelligence.    £16.99 

RATIONALITY: WHAT IT IS, WHY IT SEEMS SCARCE, WHY IT MATTERS 
Steven Pinker   The light of reason is safe in the hands of Prof. Pinker, experimental cognitive 
scientist. He even manages to explain why we are surrounded by crack-pots, quacks and 
conspiracy theorists.    £25.00 

SLIME: A NATURAL HISTORY 
Susanne Wedlich, translated by Ayca Turkoglu   Irresistible at any time, but especially at Xmas. 
Scholarly study of slippery subject.    £20.00 

FOOD 
 

SOUP BROTH BREAD 
Rachel Allen   "Ballymaloe!" - thus would Lewis Carroll have chortled in his joy had he ever 
had the pleasure of sitting down to a soup of the evening with Rachel Allen, scattered with 

beautiful za'atar croutons.    £22.00 

THE HUNGRY EYE: EATING, DRINKING, AND EUROPEAN CULTURE 
FROM ROME TO THE RENAISSANCE 
Leonard Barkan   Genial mix of aesthetics, lit crit, philosophy, art and history. Rabelais, 
Vermeer, ancient Rome and a classical Greek text in 16 vols about a single meal. The latter 
would have given Proust something to think about.    £40.00 

ENTERTAINING LIVES: THE NANCY ASTOR AND NANCY LANCASTER 
COOKBOOK 
Jane Churchill & Emily Astor, introduction by Bob Colacello   Nancy L was Nancy A's niece: this 
book brings together their recipes from their Virginian home Mirador, also Cliveden - a mix 
of English, French and Southern dishes to tempt, repeatedly.    £40.00 

FIRST PUT ON YOUR APRON 
Sally Clarke   A cookbook for novices that began life as a primer for Clarke's student son. 
Full of good things, easily achieved, that will cheer the hesitant and their comrades at the 
table. Omelette with fresh goat's cheese and herbs, fish thumbs with lemon mayonnaise, 
orange zest and cinnamon shortbread...    £30.00 

ESSENTIAL 
Ollie Dabbous   Dabbous turns his Michelin star to illuminate home cooks. Ozymandius 
comes to mind.    £30.00 

LIGURIA: THE COOKBOOK 
Laurel Evans   Between the Alps, the Appenines and the Tyrrhenian Sea grow bitter oranges, 
basil, olives... The Genoese are likely to ignite if anyone disagrees that their cuisine is the 

best in Italy.    £32.50 

UPPER CRUST: HOMEMADE BREAD THE FRENCH WAY 
Marie-Laure Frechet   Fougasse, pain de campagne, baguettes, ficelles, galets - hours of happiness in 
the making and the eating.    £30.00 

FRENCH PASTRIES AND DESSERTS BY LENOTRE 
Sylvie Gille-Naves & Alain Lenotre   For those who would sell their soul for an éclair. Mille-
feuilles for autumn, croissants for Sunday mornings, crêpes for tea, cakes and puddings so 
sublime your hips will forgive you.    £24.95 
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THE KITCHEN CABINET: A YEAR OF RECIPES, FLAVOURS, FACTS & 
STORIES FOR FOOD LOVERS 

Annie Gray   An almanac for food lovers.    £16.99 

MIDDLE EASTERN SWEETS 
Salma Hage   By an excellent and knowledgeable cook. Reminds us of a favourite customer 
who not infrequently scuds by to deposit incomparable baklava - fresh, not too sweet, 
fragrant, and by the kilo...    £24.95 

FOOD IN ENGLAND: A COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE FOOD THAT MAKES 
US WHO WE ARE 
Dorothy Hartley   Stolid? Pallid? Pasty? Rubicund? Mottled? Wattled? A hardback re-issue of 
this classic history of food production and cooking from the medieval period to WW2. First 
published in 1954 and never out of print, this is both practical cookbook (up to a point) and 

fascinating social history.    £25.00 

TASTING VIETNAM: FLAVORS AND MEMORIES FROM MY 
GRANDMOTHER'S KITCHEN 
Anne-Solenne Hatte & Alain Ducasse   The grandmother in question was Vietnamese, and 
exiled in the Vietnam war. A good-looking book on this healthy and nourishing cuisine. Has 
Ducasse's imprimatur so should be excellent.    £27.95 

THE SWEET ROASTING TIN: ONE TIN CAKES, COOKIES & BAKES 
Rukmini Iyer   Iyer does it again - this time keeping it sweet. The last in her five-volume 

series dedicated to delicious, fresh food made with minimum effort.    £18.99 

THE LATIN AMERICAN COOKBOOK 
Virgilio Martinez   Over 600 recipes, from the Peruvian chef whose own restaurant has been 

named the #1 restaurant in Latin America many times over.    £35.00 

EDIBLE FLOWERS: HOW, WHY, AND WHEN WE EAT FLOWERS 
Monica Nelson   For the curious and florivorous, this is a chic book that could sit happily in 

the photography section. Recipes and essays.    £28.00 

OTTOLENGHI TEST KITCHEN: SHELF LOVE 
Yotam Ottolenghi & Noor Murad   What to do when you find yourself staring in bafflement at 
the inside of your kitchen cupboards... Help is at hand from the sainted Yotam and his 
team.    pbk £25.00 

CHEWING THE FAT: TASTING NOTES FROM A GREEDY LIFE 
Jay Rayner   Another generous tranche of memoir from a man with a well-spattered shirt-
front.    pbk £6.99 

MED: A COOKBOOK 
Claudia Roden   Over half a century of experience has gone into this new book from one of 
our greatest living food writers, cultural anthropologist and national treasure, who returns 
here to her chief love - the food of the Mediterranean, from Europe to North Africa and 
the Levant.    £28.00 

EATING TO EXTINCTION: THE WORLD'S RAREST FOODS AND WHY WE 
NEED TO SAVE THEM 
Dan Saladino   Globalisation in food production has led to monocultures and a huge loss of 
biodiversity around the world. Saladino's polemic about endangered foods and food culture 
- and the pushback by pioneering farmers, producers, cooks et al makes for startling 

reading. Highly praised by food boffins and scientists alike.    £25.00 

THE ITALIAN BAKERY: STEP-BY-STEP RECIPES WITH THE SILVER 
SPOON 
Silver Spoon Kitchen   Il Cucchaio d'Argento has been the most trusted tome in Italian cooking 
for over 50 years. This is just(!) sweets and desserts.    £35.00 

A COOK'S BOOK 

Nigel Slater   Nigel's desert island dishes.    £30.00 

RICK STEIN AT HOME: RECIPES, MEMORIES AND STORIES FROM A 
FOOD LOVER'S KITCHEN 
Rick Stein   Another good book from a great chef on cooking at home - as we all have been 
for months and months.    £26.00 
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TASTE: MY LIFE THROUGH FOOD 
Stanley Tucci   Memoir of life in and out of the kitchen from the Italian-American actor who 

is also a passionate cook. Funny, lively.    £20.00 

HUGH JOHNSON POCKET WINE 2022 

Hugh Johnson   Indispensable for wine-buffs.    £12.99 

SICILY: THE WINE ROUTE 
Samuele Mazza & Riccardo Cotarella   A journey around the different wine-growing areas of 
Sicily, with vineyards, wineries, farmhouses, estates, etc. Large format, with glossy 
pics.    £50.00 

FRIED EGGS AND RIOJA: WHAT TO DRINK WITH ABSOLUTELY 
EVERYTHING 
Victoria Moore   Useful book for those who think wine is part of dinner, not just a drink. 

Arranged alphabetically by dish.    £12.99 

WINERIES OF THE WORLD: ARCHITECTURE AND VINICULTURE 
Oscar Riera Ojeda & Victor Deupi   Contemporary viticulture around the world, with an eye 

for design too. Lavishly illustrated.    £40.00 

THE THINKING DRINKERS ALMANAC 
Tom Sandham & Ben McFarland   Subtitled 'Adventurous Drinks and Eccentric Tales for 

Every Day of the Year'. Bibulous escapism.    £10.99 

ODDS & ENDS 
 

DESPERATE TIMES 
Peter Brookes   The Times' master satirist had no shortage of material these last twelve 

months.    £20.00 

BRITAIN'S BEST POLITICAL CARTOONS 2021 

Tim Benson   Culled from everywhere...    pbk £14.99 

PRIVATE EYE: THE 60 YEARBOOK 
Edited by Adam Macqueen       £30.00 

PRIVATE EYE ANNUAL: 2021 
Ian Hislop   The thinking person's Beano.    £9.99 

THE LANGUAGE LOVER'S PUZZLE BOOK 
Alex Bellos   Lexical perplexities and cracking conundrums from around the globe.    pbk 
£8.99 

WAKE ME UP WHEN IT'S ALL OVER... 
Edited by Kate Moore   The 13th collection of unpublished letters to The Daily 
Telegraph.    £9.99 

THE ALMANAC: A SEASONAL GUIDE TO 2022 
Lia Leendertz   Packed full of useful information on matters such as tides, and when to 
expect a meteor shower. Thoroughly charming.    £12.99 

HOW TO LIVE IN THE COUNTRY: A MONTH-BY-MONTH GUIDE 
Tom Hodgkinson   An almanac from the Idler Academy founder that is full of ideas to bring 
on a ruddy glow. Just the thing for those who have fled the cities for the Good Life during 
the pandemic. It's hard to imagine how those who bought in the rose-filled summer will 
manage in winter, when the sedge has withered from the lake and no birds sing, but 

Hodgkinson, a Devonian of long standing, is here to help them.    £10.99 

LETTERS TO MICHAEL: A FATHER WRITES TO HIS SON 1945-1947 
Charles Phillipson   He doesn't just write letters to his very young son, he illustrates them, 
copiously, in order to draw his son into the world of reading. His sketches of a walk in the 
wind, of men with umbrellas, a postman on his bicycle, etc are absolutely delightful, full of 
charm and playfulness. The book is bound in duck-egg blue cloth and comes from that gem 
of a small publisher, Slightly Foxed.    £22.00 
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FOR CHILDREN 
 

THE WEEK AT WORLD'S END 
Emma Carroll   It's 1962, the Cuban missile crisis is in full swing but nothing, of course, is 
happening in World's End Close. Until a runaway girl is found in the coalshed... Exciting 
historical thriller for ages 9-12.    £12.99 

NEVER, NOT EVER! 
Beatrice Alemagna   Pascaline goes batty at the prospect of going to school. (Actually she is a 
bat.) Alemagna is a wonderful illustrator and storyteller: her previous books - such as A 

Lion in Paris - exude charm and humour. Ages 3-5.    £12.99 

WEATHER: POP-UP BOOK 
Maike Biederstaedt   Storm clouds, a rainbow, a tornado, snowflakes and more... from a gifted 

illustrator. Ages 6-10.    £19.99 

BY ROWAN AND YEW 
Melissa Harrison   The Hidden Folk are disappearing from the world; four of them - Moss, 
Sorrell, Burnet and Dormer - set out on a journey through autumn and winter to try to 
solve this troubling mystery. A magical sequel to By Ash, Oak and Thorn, and reminiscent of 

BB's Little Grey Men . Beautifully rooted in the natural world. Ages 7-10.    pbk £7.99 

EAST OF THE SUN, WEST OF THE MOON 
Jackie Morris   The incomparable Morris of The Lost Words fame has taken the Norwegian 
tale and retold it, accompanied by masses of her wonderful illustrations. Smallish format, in 
her 'Tales from the Wild' series. Ages 8-11.    £16.99 

HOW WAS THAT BUILT?: THE STORIES BEHIND AWESOME 
STRUCTURES 
Roma Agrawal, illustrated by Katie Hickey   Illustrated picture book about structural engineering 
(The Brooklyn Bridge, the Sapporo Dome, etc)... by a woman who worked on the Shard.. 
Ages 6-10.    £14.99 

KOLOBOK: A RUSSIAN BUN - ON THE RUN! 
Sian Valvis, illustrated by Dovile Ciapaite   A rhyming riff about a close relation of the 
Gingerbread Man but adapted from a Russian folk tale. Pleasing illustrations. Ages 4-
7.    £12.99 

THE SNOWMAN: A FULL-COLOUR RETELLING OF THE CLASSIC 
Michael Morpurgo, illustrated by Raymond Briggs   A hardback reissue with Morpurgo's words 

added to Briggs's illustrations. Ages 6-9.    £14.99 

THE WILD SWANS 
Jackie Morris   Another in Morris's 'Tales from the Wild' series: smallish format, beautifully 
illustrated of course. This is Morris's retelling of an old story, first collected by the Brothers 
Grimm and then retold by Andersen. A girl's brothers are turned to swans and she must 
perform feats to release them. Ages 8-11.    £14.99 

THERE'S A GHOST IN THIS HOUSE 
Oliver Jeffers   Interactive picture book for tots, roaming a house with a little girl looking for 

ghosts. Ages 3-5.    £20.00 

UTTERLY DARK AND THE FACE OF THE DEEP 
Philip Reeve   Utterly Dark is the name of a girl washed up on the shores of the Autumn Isles 
as a baby, where her guardian is the Watcher. Reeve has a gift for well-imagined worlds, and 
this new book is thrilling. Ages 8-11.    pbk £7.99 

THE SEA 
Piret Raud   Rather like La Fontaine's King Log and good on consequences: the Sea loves 
reading aloud to her fish children but they are just too noisy and she goes away. A cat 
comes along and offers to read to the little darlings instead... but all ends well. Ages 4-
6.    £9.99 

EINSTEIN THE PENGUIN 
Iona Rangeley, illustrated by David Tazzyman   Cheerful, funny book about a penguin coming to 
stay, for ages 7-10.    £12.99 
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JOURNEY TO THE LAST RIVER 
Unknown Adventurer, illustrated by Teddy Keen   Caimans, anacondas and the Amazon 
rainforest: presented as an explorer's scrapbook, complete with piranha-nibbled pages. Ages 
8-11.    £14.99 

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS 
Jonathan Swift, illustrated by Robert Ingpen   New edition, with Ingpen's fine illustrations 
throughout. He has previously illustrated The Wind in the Willows, Treasure Island and 

Kipling.    £20.00 

JOURNEY TO THE RIVER SEA: ILLUSTRATED EDITION 
Eva Ibbotson, illustrated by Katie Hickey   A new illustrated hardback edition of this marvellous 

book to celebrate its twentieth anniversary. Ages 7-12.    £20.00 

ROBINSON CRUSOE 
Daniel Defoe, illustrated by Robert Ingpen   New edition, with Ingpen's fine illustrations 
throughout.    £20.00 

WHEN FISHES FLEW: THE STORY OF ELENA'S WAR 
Michael Morpurgo, illustrated by George Butler   A story of bravery on the island of Ithaca in 
WW2, for ages 8-12.    £12.99 

A YEAR IN FLEURVILLE: RECIPES FROM BALCONIES, ROOFTOPS, AND 
GARDENS 
Felicita Sala   Charming picture book about gardens around the world, growing fruit and 
vegetables and recipes for youngsters, by the same author/illustrator who did Lunch at 10 
Pomegranate Street. Ages 5-7.    £12.99 

EINSTEIN: THE FANTASTIC JOURNEY OF A MOUSE THROUGH TIME 
AND SPACE 
Torben Kuhlmann   Another lovely mouse-meets-science book, following on from Lindbergh, 
Edison and Armstrong. This time a mouse misses the world's biggest cheese festival and 
turns back time - but by eighty years too many. He needs the help of a certain employee of 
the Swiss Patent Office to put things right. Ages 6-8.    £14.99 

A CHRISTMAS CAROL 
Charles Dickens, edited by Lisbeth Zwerger   This classic story with watercolours by one of the 
greatest living illustrators, the artistic heiress of Dulac and Rackham. For ages 8-

80.    £17.99 

AARTI & THE BLUE GODS 
Jasbinder Bilan   Myth and magic surround a girl brought up on an island - but who is she? 
Will she remember and be able to return whence she came? A third adventure for Aarti; the 
first two have been greatly praised by adults and children alike. Ages 8-12.    pbk £7.99 

AT THE HEIGHT OF THE MOON: A BOOK OF BEDTIME POETRY AND 
ART 
Edited by Annette Roeder, Alison Baverstock & Matt Cunningham   Glorious book of poetry, art 

and some short fiction, blending word and image in an entrancing way. Ages 7-11.    £18.99 

BANDOOLA: THE GREAT ELEPHANT RESCUE 
William Grill   Any new book from Grill is cause for celebration and once again he has 
produced a superb work of narrative history for children. Bandoola was a Burmese elephant 
who, together with the mahout who had gentled him and a British war veteran, led 53 other 
elephants and 200 refugees to safety in Northern India in 1942. James Howard Williams had 
worked with elephants as a forester in the Burmese jungle and then with a team of 
elephants with British Special Forces when they found themselves cornered by the 
Japanese. Layers of detail and illustrated with pencil drawings as Grill did before with 
Shackleton's Journey and The Wolves of Currampaw. Ages 7-12.    £15.99 

FRANZ-FERDINAND THE DANCING WALRUS 
Marcus Pfister   Who could resist such a title? A picture book about the pursuit of dreams - 
and ballet - even if you are a walrus. (Perhaps that's what the walrus who spent months 
lounging on Tenby Lifeboat station earlier this year was dreaming of - while practising his 
tendu and twirling a flipper. Now he's in the Mediterranean and heading for the Black Sea, to 
Odessa and then by train to the Marinsky Theatre? That's another story). Ages 2-5.    £12.99 

SISTERS OF THE LOST MARSH 
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Lucy Strange   When a travelling fayre stops off in the village of Hollow-in-the-Marsh, six 
sisters slip out of their farmhouse to see the show. But where is Grace? Who saw her last? A 

gloriously Gothic tale for ages 9-11.    pbk £7.99 

THE FALSE ROSE 
Jakob Wegelius, translated by Peter Graves   Sally Jones is a marvellous heroine, endowed with a 
equally splendid friend and sailing companion - the gorilla first met in The Murderer's Ape . 
Here is a dangerous necklace, a smuggler queen, and adventure from Lisbon to the 

Shetlands. Translated from the Swedish; intelligent and fun. Ages 8-12.    £16.99 

THE HAPPY OWLS 
Celestino Piatti   A re-issue from 1963 - an adored classic that has been out of print ever 
since. Two owls share the secret of their happiness with the greedy and squabbling barnyard 
fowl but to no avail. Marvellous illustrations from the Italian illustrator and designer and a 
fine introduction to the gentle art of finding joy in contemplation and solitude. Highly 
recommended for ages 3-7. Or 100.    £12.99 

THE PROVENSEN BOOK OF FAIRY TALES 
Alice Provensen & Martin Provensen   Excellent anthology of fairy tales by Oscar Wilde, Hans 
Christian Andersen, Eleanor Mordaunt et alia selected by the Provensens and with their 
glorious, old-fashioned illustrations. Out of print since 1971 apparently... Ages 7 - 

14.    £19.99 

WHEN I'M BIG 
Ella Bailey   A small creature emerges from a dinosaur's egg and wanders into the world, 
wondering who - or what - she is. Delightful picture book for ages 3-5.    £12.99 

DAUGHTER OF THE DEEP 
Rick Riordan   First in a new adventure series about marine exploration that take its cues 
from Jules Verne. Ages 8-12.    £14.99 

FRINDLESWYLDE 
Natalia O'Hara & Lauren O'Hara   Hurrah for the O'Hara sisters and their blessed talents as 
author/illustrators. A boy steals the light from a lantern and Cora must follow him to his icy 
kingdom to get it back where, of course, feats are required... A tale of snowy magic for ages 
5-8.    £14.99 

GREEK MYTHS FOR LITTLE CHILDREN 
Rosie Dickins, illustrated by Sara Ugolotti   Arion and the Dolphin, King Midas, Pandora's Box, 
Heracles and Athena populate this introduction to Greek myths for the very young - ages 3-
6.    £12.99 

KAY'S MARVELLOUS MEDICINE: A GROSS AND GRUESOME HISTORY OF 
THE HUMAN BODY 
Adam Kay   Brilliant approach to the human body that has all the verve and glee of the 
Horrible History series. Prepare yourself for some bracing insights coming your way after 
Christmas dinner about what precisely is happening to your recently ingested bird... Ages 7-

12.    £14.99 

POLLY PECORINO: THE GIRL WHO RESCUES ANIMALS 
Emma Chichester Clark   A 'chapter book' with lots of illustrations about a girl rescuing a bear 

cub, by a greatly loved author and illustrator. For ages 7-10.    £10.99 

ROUND AND ROUND THE GARDEN: A FIRST BOOK OF NURSERY 
RHYMES 
Shirley Hughes   Charming book for the earliest years, with rhymes selected and illustrated by 
the magnificent Shirley Hughes.    £12.99 

THE HISTORY OF EVERYWHERE 
Philip Parker, illustrated by Liz Kaye   What was going on at the same time around the world - 
woolly mammoths in the north while the Egyptians built their pyramids, etc. Ages 7-

10.    £16.99 

TIME TO MOVE SOUTH FOR WINTER 
Clare Helen Welsh, illustrated by Jenny Lovlie   A picture book about the migration of an Arctic 
tern, who passes on her immense journey caribou, whales, geese, turtles, butterflies. Ages 3-
6.    £12.99 

EVERYONE SANG: A POEM FOR EVERY FEELING 
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Edited by William Sieghart, illustrated by Emily Sutton   Lovely anthology of poetry edited by the 
author of The Poetry Pharmacy and the energy behind the Forward poetry prize. With 

delightful illustrations. Ages 6-11.    £20.00 

THE WILD BEFORE 
Piers Torday   A prequel to The Dark Wild trilogy, in which a young hare sets out to protect 
the precious Mooncalf in a changing, dangerous world. For ages 8-11.    £12.99 

JULIA AND THE SHARK 
Kiran Millwood Hargrave   To be precise, a Greenland shark. These gnarled, prehistoric 
creatures can live over 500 years; this one lives under a girl's bed. With beautiful, sooty 
black and yellow illustrations. Ages 9+.    £12.99 

THE BOOK OF STOLEN DREAMS 
David Farr, illustrated by Kristina Kister   Two siblings, threatened with separation by a grim 
and authoritarian state, go on the run to protect a book and find its missing page before it 
falls into the wrong hands: long journeys, a dangerous opponent and thrilling adventures. 
For ages 8-12.    £12.99 

SWORD SONG 
Rosemary Sutcliff   The 4th in Sutcliff's series about Roman Britain. Lovely clothbound 
edition.    £19.00 

THE SHIELD RING 
Rosemary Sutcliff   The 5th and final book in Sutcliff's classic series about Roman Britain. 
Lovely clothbound edition. All five are available as a set - please enquire by email or 
telephone.    £19.00 

ATLAS OF AMAZING MIGRATION 
Matt Sewell   Whales, salmon, dragon flies, wildebeest, Arctic terns and many other creatures 
perform annual feats of migration. Illustrated with Sewell's charming watercolours. Ages 7-
12.    £16.99 

THE CHRISTMAS PIG 
J.K. Rowling, illustrated by Jim Field   A pig, beloved of a small boy, goes missing on Christmas 
Eve... It's hard to judge the contents when the cover is so monstrous - but Rowling is a 
reliable author. For 7-10.    £20.00 

THE EDELWEISS PIRATES 
Dirk Reinhardt, introduction by Michael Rosen, translated by Rachel Ward   A novel about the 
loosely-organised, anti-Nazi youth movement in Germany that emerged in the 1930s in 
defiance of the Hitlerjugend. 16-year-old Daniel comes to discover their history through the 
diary of a haunted old man, only to find that his relationship with them is very personal. 
Ages 11-15.    pbk £7.99 

SOME OF OUR RECENT FAVOURITES 
 

CRUDE BRITANNIA: HOW OIL SHAPED A NATION 
James Marriott & Terry Macalister   This extraordinary book is much, much more than a 
simple analysis of Britain's relationship and future with oil. It is a travel book and social 
commentary that takes us from Milford Haven to Canvey Island and the north of Scotland; 
a history of the shifting relationship of the oil industry with government over the last half 
century; and an even-handed look at the current fragmentation of its ownership that has 
resulted in scant social or political answerability and minimal financial transparency. This 
pattern is now being replicated in the development of wind power. Written with humour, 
modesty and confidence, this book will change the way in which you view the 

world.    £20.00 

THE ENCHANTED APRIL 
Elizabeth Von Arnim   Two women in their mid-twenties, stifled by marriage and the 
monotony of Hampstead society, come across an advertisement in The Times: 'To Those 
Who Appreciate Wisteria and Sunshine. Small mediaeval Italian Castle on the shores of the 
Mediterranean...' A charming and very witty novella, Wodehousian at moments, for all those 
in need of another summer.    £12.99 

THE ENCHANTED APRIL 
Elizabeth Von Arnim   Two women in their mid twenties, stifled by marriage and the 
monotony of Hampstead society, come across an advertisement in The Times: 'To Those 
Who Appreciate Wisteria and Sunshine. Small mediaeval Italian Castle on the shores of the 
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Mediterranean...' A charming and very witty novella, Wodehousian at moments, for all those 
in need of another summer.    pbk £8.99 

JOHN CRAXTON: A LIFE OF GIFTS 
Ian Collins   "John seemed only to float in a current of pleasure as reflected in his pictures. 
But hedonism, always a sturdy attribute, acquires a heroic quality with age...": Ian Collins' 
biography of Craxton - whom he knew well for the painter's last decade - is an enchantment 
from beginning to end: funny, affectionate, detailed, exemplary. The pollen of happiness 
shared by all the Craxtons that was identified by Elizabeth Jane Howard continues to rub 
off on us all through the paintings and through this magnificent biography. Many 
illustrations.    £25.00 

CONCHOPHILIA: SHELLS, ART, AND CURIOSITY IN EARLY MODERN 
EUROPE 
Marisa Anne Bass & Anne Goldgar et al   A gorgeous, illustrated study of the ways in which 
shells were circulated, depicted, collected and valued during a time of remarkable global 
change, by aristocrats and apothecaries, scholars, tradesman, men and women. Cabinets of 
curiosity, shell grottoes, and Petronella Oortman's astonishing dollshouse - a series of 
miniature Kunstkammern complete with a display of tiny shells.    £42.00 

THE ECHO CHAMBER 
John Boyne   The Cleverley family is graced with fame and fortune, but disaster in their media 
world is just a tweet away... This satire on social media and today's culture wars will make 
you ROFL. A light-hearted but coruscating comment on the way we live, love and 
communicate today. #damocles?    £16.99 

LAST WALTZ IN VIENNA 
George Clare   In February 1938 Georg Klaar, a Jewish lad of seventeen, went to his first ball 
in Vienna, staying until the band's last waltz. A month later came the Anschluss. The 
ensuing years brought chaos and tragedy to his family; he became George Clare, serving in 
the British army. This is a marvellous memoir of his early life, and what happened next, in a 
handsome clothbound edition from Slightly Foxed. It was also "a key book for the writing 

of Leopoldstadt", says Tom Stoppard.    £18.50 

CHARLOTTE PERRIAND: THE MODERN LIFE 
Edited by Justin McGuirk   A handsomely produced catalogue from the recent retrospective at 
the Design Museum which gives an excellent overview of the French architect and designer. 
Pleasantly petite compared to the Complete Works in four vols.    £24.95 

GOOD MORNING, MIDNIGHT 
Jean Rhys   This slim modernist novel written in 1939 is unforgettable. A young English 
woman returns to Paris after a long absence to take stock of her life. A study in bleakness, 
sadness and isolation, it is also a masterpiece of beautiful, sharp and poignant writing. 
Haunting.    pbk £6.99 

HOW TO BE A LIBERAL: THE STORY OF FREEDOM AND THE FIGHT 
FOR ITS SURVIVAL 
Ian Dunt   Amongst the plethora of recent books on the threats facing liberal democracy, 
this one stands out for the author's talent for making complex subjects comprehensible. He 
sees the danger coming both from the nationalistic Right and from the identity politics of 
the left. Such is the clarity of Dunt's thinking and writing that several reviewers called this 

passionate and thrilling defence of liberal values a 'page-turner'.    £25.00 

HOW TO BE A LIBERAL: THE STORY OF FREEDOM AND THE FIGHT 
FOR ITS SURVIVAL 
Ian Dunt   Amongst the plethora of recent books on the threats facing liberal democracy, 
this one stands out for the author's talent for making complex subjects comprehensible. He 
sees the danger coming both from the nationalistic Right and from the identity politics of 
the left. Such is the clarity of Dunt's thinking and writing that several reviewers called this 
passionate and thrilling defence of liberal values a 'page-turner'.    pbk £10.99 

IN THE DARKROOM 
Susan Faludi   He was a resistance fighter in WW2 Budapest, a travel photographer in South 
America and an abusive patriarch in 70s New York - but Steven Faludi disappeared from 
his daughter's life decades ago. Then, at the age of 76, he came out as transgender and 
underwent sex reassignment surgery. Susan, a Pulitzer prize-winning journalist, was drawn 
back to Hungary and into her estranged father's life. The resulting memoir is a fascinating 
exploration of the complexities and contradictions of gender fluidity, Jewish identity and 
Hungarian history.    pbk £9.99 

MICHAEL KOHLHAAS 
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Heinrich Von Kleist, translated by Michael Hofmann   This electric new translation of Kleist's 
novella of 1810 reminds us why it was so admired by writers such as Rilke and Kafka. MH 
brilliantly renders the austere yet wild narrative about a C16th horse dealer who, after his 
mares are stolen by a corrupt Junker, becomes the leader of a violent peasant rebellion in 

order to attain restitution.    pbk £8.99 

FORTY NAMES 
Parwana Fayyaz   A first collection by an Afghan poet, born in Kabul in 1990 and now a don 
at Peterhouse, Cambridge. Highly literate yet drawing on the story-telling traditions of her 
youth, Fayyaz tells of the experiences of Afghan women. Published in July, ahead of the 
storm.    pbk £10.99 

THE WANDERING FALCON 
Jamil Ahmad   A collection of interconnected short stories by a former District 
Commissioner for Pakistan's North-West Frontier Province. Apparently inexorable 
consequences play out through multiple lives on both sides of the Afghan border: 
outstanding, unforgettable, and full of insight into the people of that region and the 

pashtunwali - the Pashtun code of conduct.    pbk £8.99 

THE AMAZING ADVENTURES OF KAVALIER AND CLAY 
Michael Chabon   It's 1939 and Josef Kavalier has just arrived in New York, smuggled out of 
Nazi-occupied Prague in the body of a Golem. In Brooklyn he meets his cousin Sammy 
Clayman and the two dive headlong into the burgeoning world of superhero comic books. 
Blending Americana with Jewish folklore, Chabon's novel is as wildly entertaining as it is 
deeply moving.    pbk £9.99 

RAZORBLADE TEARS 
S. A. Cosby   A no-holds-barred revenge thriller set in Virginia. Two anti-hero fathers try 
and make up for their poor parenthood and prejudices by avenging the murders of their 
two sons. Hold on to your seats.    £18.99 

BEAUTIFUL WORLD, WHERE ARE YOU 
Sally Rooney    A pair of achingly clever young women email each other about the state of the 
world. They are young, Irish, anxious and in love with unsuitable men. So far so Rooney. 
But this much-hyped third novel from the millennial wunderkind is cool, quiet, often even 
beautiful.    £16.99 

CHERNOBYL 
Serhii Plokhy   In his memoirs, Gorbachev wrote that the explosion at Chernobyl's power 
plant was "perhaps the real cause of the collapse of the Soviet Union." Plokhy's diagnosis is 
meticulous and his minute-by-minute account of that horrifying night is told with a thriller 
writer's relish for chilling detail.    pbk £9.99 

THE ART OF PATIENCE: SEEKING THE SNOW LEOPARD IN TIBET 
Sylvain Tesson   Tesson practised living in extreme cold on the shores of Lake Baikal a few 
years ago, memorably and entrancingly recounted in Consolations of the Forest. Here he has 
renounced both solitude and a warm log cabin for three companions and icy hides on the 
Changthang plateau as they wait - and wait - and wait... The writing is wonderfully spare, the 
thought engaging.    £14.99 

LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY 
Saskia Boelsums   Boelsums is an extraordinary visual artist and this is one of the most 
remarkable photographic books to have come our way. Tramping through any amount of 
Dutch rain, wind and weather - arduous plein air photography - and then working up her 
images digitally, she produces landscapes that are truly sublime. Sometimes reminiscent of 
Ruisdael or other Dutch masters, her painterly photographs of vast spaces, vast airs, are 
ravishingly beautiful.    £50.00 

 
 

 


